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ABSTRACT
Learning to play the game of tennis productively not only requires systematic effort by the player
but also constant guidance through watchful eyes making it a fundamental requirement at the
onset.

This thesis aims to firstly investigate the information delivery by a coach to a player during on-court
tennis training sessions for technique development and the cardinality of feedback. On analyzing
the literature and empirical studies, weak spots in the coach-player interaction methods are derived
thereby generating an opportunity. The focus then shifts towards devising concepts by utilizing codesign as a tool to deal with the immediate issues of the player in the context of technique
development.
After successfully testing the concepts on players through real life scenarios, an above-board
attempt has been made to push technological advancement in the direction of a wishful coach in
this field of tennis. The outcome of this thesis is visualized through the eyes of the player thereby
making professional advice for a player’s technical development not only seamless and immersive
but veraciously personalized because of the holistic nature of the offered concept.
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PREFACE
This thesis is documented as a single fluent report which primarily comprises of information
concerning methodology usage, research, development and realization of the project in totality.

This project involves the conceptualization of a superior tennis coach for people who wish to have
a career out of this game of tennis or would like to learn to deal with the game by learning
technique. A coach in this subject is pivotal as it forms the backbone for whirlwind progress from
the perspective of the trainee.

It is to be noted that this topic was initiated by me as a continuation in highlighting some issues
that were faced in the early years while learning to play tennis on a serious note.

As this project demanded focused field work for proper understanding of the various involved
elements as well as iterations based on user test feedback, actual tennis training centers had to be
considered and were Tondiraba Tennisekeskus, Tennis Idakeskus Sport and Tere Tennisekeskus [1]
[2] [3]. The authorities of these respective entities deserve a mention as they had fully supported
this academic work without hesitation.

I hereby express my gratitude to Mr. Stanislav Lomunov, Head (Sales and Marketing), Egetours for
information, support and connections. He was instrumental in quickly laying the groundwork for
field related activities at the tennis centers.

I would also like to take this opportunity to thank my supervisor, Mr. Martin Pärn and my cosupervisor, Mrs. Ruth-Helene Melioranski for their active guidance from start until the end of this
project. All interactions were beneficial precipitating in learnings at every step of this project.

Finally, I must admit that I had not apprehended the game of tennis before as I do now. This sort of
an academic undertaking and expert supervision provided me with a dominant stance in
scrutinizing the game from the outlook of the player. Trusting the appropriate design process for
innovation of any order has been the greatest takeaway as a culmination of this Master Thesis.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
CET- Cognitive Evaluation Theory
ITF- International Tennis Federation
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1 INTRODUCTION
Tennis is an artistic game and many people not only watch competitive tennis around the world
but also play themselves for several reasons. However, like every game across the sports spectrum,
technique is salient to develop a base from a player’s perspective. This thesis work focuses on
people who are serious about tennis and aim to learn technique. This makes the target group
academic in nature who aspire to understand the technical part of playing and note down what
exactly it takes to excel in it from a fundamental viewpoint.

1.1 Inspiration
When the author took up tennis at the age of fourteen, it seemed that it wouldn’t take time to
learn playing it properly. However, this pre-conceived idea was short lived as it turned out to be a
nightmare to understand what exactly the errors were committed. The instant feedback received
from coaches and co-players for improvement was hard to grasp. The author had to resort to
activities like watching off-court videos, creating motion visuals in mind and repeating them time
and again. Also, cameras were used to record the rhythm and understand the movement patterns
and then compare them with coaching tips at a later stage but the frame for learning changed
because of lack of a rhythmic effect. It was a huge pain point from a personal perspective.

The opportunity of conducting the thesis allowed the author to look back on the issues faced at a
personal level and dive deep into this subject of player-coach communication. Surprisingly, with
the advancement of technology and development of state of the art tennis coaching facilities, there
still does not exist a scaled mechanism to deal with this matter of feedback from the player’s
perspective. As will be detailed in subsequent sections, this problem is for a larger audience who
have a hard time in making the most out of coaching sessions. This thesis work is built on this
background and is headed towards a future where expert tennis advice becomes accessible for
masses with the help of technology but co-exists with the physical coach who then can focus on
more important things in the context of strategies and taking the game to an altogether different
level.
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1.2 Objective and Scope
From a bird’s eye view, it might seem easy to shape a player to become a professional by adopting
a procedural outlook. However, processing advice from a coach in a short span of time turns out to
be a different ball game from the perspective of the player as every individual is different. More
importantly, in this age of rapid technological intervention, there appears to be a huge possibility
for development in assisting players to make the most out of their training sessions.

This thesis uses an exploratory approach to unravel the issues with information exchange between
a coach and a player during live tennis training sessions in the context of learning technique leading
to a deeper understanding of the subject. Further, it tries to understand the benefits of coaching
methodologies for technique development and how scenarios demand a better way to deal with
it.

1.3 Outcome
On synthesis of insights from literature review and user research in addition to association, a design
brief is chalked out for the generation of concepts. It is to be noted that the functionality
parameters which will be incorporated in the concept forms the core value from a user perspective.

This thesis aims to deliver a concept for tennis players emphasizing on technique development.
The realization of the concept is encapsulated in the form of an outcome termed as Razor. This will
form the platform for development of the system and its application in exactness.

Additionally, this thesis may act as a knowledge source for developers as there could be cases
where this analogy may be applied in a totally different sports segment with necessary tweaks in
the result with the central theme remaining the same.
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2 METHODOLOGY
This section aims to throw light on the procedure adopted for conducting the research and
development by staying true to the protocols of ‘Design and Engineering’. Additionally, proper
justification is provided to validate the significance and relevance of the applied methods for this
specific thesis. The sweeping structure of this thesis is built through blocks. Each of these primary
blocks illustrated below will be knocked down further in the succeeding sub-sections furnishing an
encyclopedic grip of the thesis.

LITERATURE
REVIEW

USER
RESEARCH

DESIGN
OUTCOME

MARKET
PRODUCTS

PROTOTYPING AND
USER TESTING

ASSOCIATION

DESIGN
BRIEF

CONCEPTUALIZATION

Figure 2.1: Methodology followed for this thesis in the form of a block diagram

2.1 Block Diagram Model
The model demonstrated in Fig 2.1 is a simplified version of the process adopted for this thesis. It
is comprised of eight phases which follows a linear cum iterative motion. The first block termed
’LITERATURE REVIEW’, is aimed at gathering textual information concerning the issue for better
apprehension of the topic both at macro and micro level. The second block termed ’USER
RESEARCH’, deals with collecting insights from players and coaches. The third block termed
‘MARKET PRODUCTS’, is aimed at understanding the products that are already available in the real
world in the given context. The fourth block termed ’ASSOCIATION’, deals with involvement in live
training sessions. The fifth block, termed ’DESIGN BRIEF’ largely deals with problems to be tackled.
The sixth block termed ’CONCEPTUALIZATION’, deals with generation of concepts. The seventh
block termed ’PROTOTYPING AND USER TESTING’, is iterative in nature with the previous block and
deals with hands on experience of the generated concepts with actual players. The eighth block
termed ’DESIGN OUTCOME’, deals with explanation of the resultant concept.
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2.2 Literature Review
This is the exploratory phase which aims to understand the depth and breadth of the topic.
Assimilation of information happens through research papers which are reviewed by peers, journal
articles and relevant excerpts of scholars, books on the subject by authors. Additionally, reviewed
matter is assembled from distinguished sports researchers. ’Literature Review’ forms chapter 3 and
is important in this context as it builds a good knowledge bank deduced from trusted sources.

2.3 User Research
Insights on issues surrounding the player is gathered through qualitative interviews. The interview
process is a one to one setting with the author and voice recorder is used to capture the words of
the interviewee. Quantitative data is collected to get a broader picture of the crux of the matter
through online forms containing the questions. Additionally, coaches are also interviewed to gather
their perspective as they are directly involved in training players. ’User Research’ forms chapter 4
and is pivotal in this context because this thesis topic is driven by the immediate needs of the
player.

2.4 Market Products
The technologically backed products available in the market to improve one’s game on and off the
court are understood through desk research. Analysis is done on how different they are from the
demands of the player in the context of this thesis. ’Market Products’ forms chapter 5 and
questions the technological development and creates a strong case for the next block.

2.5 Association
Association with players and coaches happen because of the involvement of co-design in this thesis.
It is well described as ‘collective creativity as it is applied across the whole span of a design process’
[4]. It is decisive for this thesis given the feedback mechanism in effectively coaching a player to
rectify a wrong technique. ‘Association’ forms chapter 6 and largely talks about the communication
process adopted by the coach during training sessions.
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2.5.1 Building with the User
Drawing on the positives of co-design as summarized, collaboration is done by the author with the
players and coaches [5]. This includes close observations of training sessions with the player and
coach. The author himself plays tennis by hiring a coach for technique development to apprehend
the issues while receiving feedback at an appropriate moment from the coach. The visuals for both
cases are captured with a camera. ’Building with the user’ is important in understanding how
exactly a coach monitors a player’s technique during training sessions and the response to it from
a player’s perspective. This thereby lays the ground work for the design brief.

2.6 Design Brief
The design brief which forms chapter 7 gives direction to the project and forms a game changer in
the functional development of the concepts. A quadrant theory is summarized drawing from
literature review, user research and association. It details the key challenges of the player (painpoints), the desired results and what kind of tools are needed to solve the various problems
through multiple concepts. The specifications for a system design highlighting the major acceptable
functionalities are proposed based on the aim.

2.7 Conceptualization
Building on the specifications outlined in the design brief, three concepts are sketched out which
highlights the desired functionalities from the player’s perspective. Explanation for the usage of
the concepts happens through scenarios for smooth assimilation as both practical and system level
working is elucidated. ’Conceptualization’ forms chapter 8 and is important in this context as it
generates ideas/thoughts of magnitudes relating to different orders by keeping in mind the
desirability quotient.

2.8 Prototyping and User Testing
Prototypes are created based on the generated concepts as a mock-up. The entities of all the
concepts are integrated and mimics the exact working principle as desired. Prototyping is important
because it allows one to check out the idea immediately from a functional and behavioral
perspective. The detailed method adopted for testing in a real-life scenario will be explained in
section 9.1.
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The mock-ups are tested with three real players including the author with creation of scenarios.
This helps in gathering the emotional value which the player can derive from the usage of the
prototype. Based on the feedback after testing, iterations and fine tuning of the concepts are
performed thereby leading to choosing an enhanced concept out of the three that were generated.

2.9 Design Outcome
This part mainly deals with the deliverables of this thesis. Based on the feedback from the players
after prototype testing, a final concept named Razor is chosen, and appropriate changes are made
related to the interaction between Razor and the player. To make life easy for the reader of this
thesis, an endeavor has been made to explain the working principle of Razor through two real life
scenarios. It has been visualized that this player will be using the resultant concept as part of his
daily training process. Emphasis has been laid in clearly describing Razor’s functionality through its
usage for cases and the emotional value resulting out of it. Finally, the expertise needed to develop
Razor through a startup is proposed. All of it is detailed in chapter 10.

It is to be noted that the methodology adopted for this thesis is not a linear process. To and fro
movements happens between blocks for toggling depending on the situation and is illustrated
through an orange line in Figure 2.1. This makes the entire design process flexible thereby allowing
rapid development.
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3 LITERATURE REVIEW
This section contains points drawn from peer reviewed papers, journals, articles from
noteworthy periodicals and books. It is aimed at providing an understanding the issues of
communication between a coach and player during live training sessions in the context of
a player’s technique development and the role of feedback during the process.

3.1 Objective and Scope
The literature section aims to answer the following questions in the context of this thesis:
1. How many people are actively involved in the game? How many players are active in the
junior circuit who emphasize in developing the game at a serious level?
2. How important is technique in the context of achieving success in tennis? What is the
basic structure of technique that should be followed during the initial development
process? Do all players have a technique of their own or it is built up from a standard
understanding?
3. What is the process for learning technique in tennis?
4. What is coaching and how vital is the role of the coach in developing proper technique?
How does the communication process work between the coach and the player during
training session?
5. What is feedback? Is immediate feedback a better approach during training periods or
later feedback?
6. How does proper immediate understanding of a technical flaw from the perspective of
the player affect the development during training sessions?

Once the right answers to the above questions are arrived at, conclusions will be drawn in
building a significant case to deal with the immediate issues of the player on handling
technique on court during practice sessions at a theoretical level. This will further form the
foundation for the user research as the next step.
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3.2 The Target Audience
As has been elaborated by the International Tennis Federation (ITF), tennis can be played between
two players or between four players through a set of rules governing the game [6]. The primary
objective of the game is to hit the ball with the racquet over the net to the opponent’s side of the
court within the defined dimensions. Tennis is an Olympic sport and one of the most widely played
sports at the world level, and the first one among racquet sports [7] [8].

According to a recent report for the 2017 season, about sixty million people from around the world
played the game actively [9]. However, from a quantitative perspective, tennis is most played in the
USA.

Figure 3.2.1: Total participation in tennis from 2006 to 2016 in the United States of America [10]

Drawing from Figure 3.2.1, overall participation in the game alone in USA has remained steady [10].
The year 2010, saw peak involvement at 18.91 million whereas year 2016 had clocked a significant
number at 18.08 million. Further, in the USA for the year 2014, the number of players between ages
six and twelve stayed at 2.14 million, while between ages thirteen and seventeen, the number
remained at a significant 2.23 million [11]. It is to be noted here that these age brackets are the
ones who are into learning tennis at a serious note and would like to explore the possibility of having
a professional career. These age groups are the primary target audience for the development of
this thesis as focus lies in understanding tennis through the fundamentals. However, the market
considered for the thesis is just not the USA, but all over the world.
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3.3 Excelling in the Game-Technique perspective
Tennis not only is an artistic game but playing it requires a scientific methodology if one is to achieve
long term success. Application of the laws of physics is evident throughout the game while
witnessing players executing their shots and competing at a certain level. There are basically three
fundamental strokes in tennis, namely the serve, the forehand and the backhand (last two are
referred as groundstrokes). Other strokes are derivatives of the fundamental strokes [12].

Playing tennis is a resultant of technical and tactical skills. Technical skills deal with stroke play
whereas tactics involve psyche (mental endurance, self-confidence, fighting spirit, an
concentration), condition (aerobic capacity, anaerobic capacity) and motor skills (coordination,
speed of reaction) [13].

Technique is considered as one of the most important and determining qualities to reach top
performance [14] [15]. Other skills are built around it. This technical component, that has to do with
the correct execution from the mechanical point of view, needs adjustment of the different body
segments in space and time, to be able to hit the ball. For the correct technical execution of the
movement, one of the basic biomechanical principles are applied. It is the principle of coordination
of partial impulses that entails correct and timely participation of the body segments to perform a
certain movement. This implies moving towards the ball, adjusting before hitting, hitting the ball
and recovering after impact [16]. Researchers figured out that strokes in tennis have a fundamental
mechanical structure relating to effective biomechanics which is primarily the muscular, joint and
skeletal actions of the individual’s body during the execution of a task or technique in the given
context [17] [18].

Further, without properly understanding the technical execution of a stroke, playing tennis
becomes hard and countless mistakes will be committed leading to an unsatisfying feeling. If players
grasp the mechanical structure of each of the fundamental shots, then rest of the derivative shots
can be easily added to his/her arsenal.
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3.3.1 Clarifying the Myth

Professionals follow similar mechanical structures for stroke motion as they are very equal at point
of impact. However, what varies is style of the player. Coaches focus in developing a base
mechanical structure at the point of impact [19]. Once this mechanical structure gets embedded
into the mind and body of the player (fully coordinated), he/she can bring in a range of varieties to
their shot making without compromising on the fundamentals.

3.3.2 Understanding the Technical Structure of strokes through an Energy Model

Shot making is a result of energy released through the muscles in cycles. Maximizing power in the
serve requires timing of the leg drive. A vigorous leg drive which positions the racquet behind and
away from the lower back while preparing for the drive results in maximum usage of the shoulder
muscles [20]. In the backhand a separation angle is created while swing preparation for maximum
energy delivery [21]. The split step is an integral part for volley preparation, service return, or
groundstroke. It places the quadriceps muscle (extensor at the knee joint) on stretch, allowing
storage and release of energy to quickly enhance the movement in preparation for the subsequent
stroke [22].

3.3.3 Kinetic Chain Theory-A model for Technical Development

Two segment coordination strategies are used in tennis from a technical perspective. Strokes where
power is required, several body segments must be coordinated [23]. In case of precision
requirement, the number of segments are reduced, and segments operate more as a unit [24].

For maximal performance, an activation of all the links in the body segments is required [25] [26].
All body segments are linked to the rest of the body, meaning what happens in one part of the body
impacts the forces and loads experienced by the rest of the body as the joints and muscles provide
a path to transfer energy throughout the body. This principle is called the kinetic chain thereby
defining the mechanical structure of strokes [26] [27] [28]. Tennis uses coordinated sequential
movements of body segments to build force from the ground through the hips and trunk to the
shoulder and into the arm, hand and racquet by following Newton’s third law of motion. Good
kinetic chain usage allows players to be efficient, even though they may have a style of their own
[27] [29] [30]. It is illustrated in Figure 3.3.3.1.
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Wrist
Elbow

Shoulder

Ground Reaction Force

Trunk and Back

Hips
Legs

Ground
Sequence
Figure 3.3.3.1: Normal Kinetic Chain [31]

Some examples of how the kinetic chain is properly used in tennis are described through three
strokes:

Serve: The player uses the ground reaction force as the stroke base leading to a strong leg drive
beginning with adequate knee bend. Further, the hips and trunk have a counter rotation in cocking
away from the court. Following this, the scapula and shoulder move together to reach a position of
maximum external rotation in cocking. Succeeding this, the arm exhibits long axis rotation, which
is a coupled motion including shoulder internal rotation and forearm pronation [31]. The entire
process is illustrated sequentially in Figure 3.3.3.2.

Figure 3.3.3.2: Serve motion sequence
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Forehand: The player uses the ground reaction force as the stroke base. Next, there is a strong leg
drive off the back leg. Further, trunk rotation happens around the back leg. Following this, long axis
rotation of the entire arm should take place so that the elbow points towards the path of the hit
ball [31]. This is clearly elaborated as a sequence in Figure 3.3.3.3 step by step.

Figure 3.3.3.3: Forehand motion sequence

Backhand: The player uses the ground reaction force as the stroke base. Next, there is a strong leg
drive off the back leg. Further, trunk counter rotation happens away from the court. It is to be noted
here that for the one-handed backhand, trunk and front shoulder rotation should take place into
the shot. And, for the double-handed backhand, trunk rotation should be into the shot [31]. This is
clearly elucidated in Figure 3.3.3.4 step by step.

Figure 3.3.3.4: Backhand motion sequence

When the sequential timing of body segments is altered, the transfer of energy in the kinetic chain
is said to be ‘broken’ [29] [31] [32] [33]. Figure 3.3.3.5 shows a broken kinetic chain where all the
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energy and power generated below the broken link is lost and cannot contribute to power of the
shot.

Wrist
Elbow

Shoulder

Ground Reaction Force

Trunk and Back

Legs

Ground
Sequence
Figure 3.3.3.5: Broken Kinetic Chain [31]

Kinetic chain breakage is usually manifested and observed as poor technique. Some examples of
kinetic chain breakage resulting in technique errors in tennis players happen could be excessive
cocking of and subsequent motion of the wrist in the forehand or backhand, leading with the elbow,
either on the forehand or the one-handed backhand, short arming the shot on the forehand, hitting
the groundstrokes late or behind the body, pull through on the serve and stiff legged serving [28]
[31] [32].

It could be inferred here that technique is pivotal in playing the game of tennis. Hence, one should
learn the fundamentals correctly. Learning technique comes down to applying basic biomechanical
principles where the kinetic chain theory is the building block for strokes to achieve effectiveness.
Error on the part of technique is a result of kinetic chain breakage which the player can control.

Footnote: It should be noted that the racquet grip is related to the comfort aspect of the player.
Though there exist many grip styles but there isn’t enough research detailing it as a component of
standard technique. Hence, the grip will not be discussed further from a technique perspective.
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3.4 Process of learning Technique in Tennis
Tennis is a habitual sport, meaning that the strokes that players execute in a match are practiced
repeatedly until these movements become natural. This comes from the idiom, ‘practice makes
perfect’ and correct practicing teaches the brain to signal the body to reproduce the motions as
ingrained habits resulting in development of motor memory [34].

Learning a motor skill, such as a tennis stroke might seem like a unitary experience, but it consists
of several things for developing the skill effectively. At a theoretical level, the objective of motor
skills is to optimize one’s ability to perform the skill at the rate of success, precision, and to reduce
the energy consumption required for performance.

Researchers who study motor control and learning break the processes involved in tennis technique
development into three stages. First, beginner athletes are not always aware of what they did
wrong, nor do they know how to correct errors. They need basic, specific instruction and feedback.
Next, the athlete understands the fundamentals and is in the process of refining the skill
combination. They experience fewer errors and can detect some of them on their own. Routines
are more consistent, and learners begin to know what is relevant and what is not. Finally, as last
stage of technical learning, the athlete performs the skill automatically in a more dynamic
environment without having to focus on execution because mixed skills are practiced in game play
[35].

When acquiring motor-skills, voluntary physical movement is considered most efficient for inducing
short and long-term changes in performance [36]. A harmonic and structured organization of the
body, basic motor skills in different situations and with varying and increasing degrees of difficulty
will impact on the movement and stroke execution process [37].

In view of the above, it could be inferred that it is paramount for the player to acquire motor
memory as this result in effectual learning of technique that would have a greater impact in the
game of the individual. The greater the amount of correct practice of technique in the game, the
more sharp and natural does the motor memory of the player become in execution of strokes.
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3.5 Coaching
“Coaching is the art of facilitating another person´s learning, development and performance.
Through coaching, people can find their own solutions, develop their own skills and change their
own behaviors and attitudes” [38].

Coaching is a form of development in which a person called a coach supports a learner or client in
achieving a specific personal or professional goal by providing training and guidance [39]. These
two people form a unique dyadic relationship that holds a great deal of power. There is abundant
anecdotal and empirical evidence to highlight that a coach and athlete need each other to achieve
in sport [40]. Coaching is very much different from mentoring as the focus lies in specific tasks and
objectives [41].

By no means can coaching be an easy job in the field of tennis. To be a coach and work with
excellence in different environments, one needs to master different skills and a range of expertise
in different areas. The ability to work effectively in a complex and dynamic environment such as
the sports coaching industry, requires a solid knowledge base (professional, interpersonal and
intrapersonal) that supports various skills such as vision, organization, leadership, communication,
personal relationships, evaluation, reflection, in addition to a series of values that guide
professional practice [42].

Recent literature by researchers has presented a conceptual definition of the different knowledge
that forms the basis of the practice of sports coaching [43] [44]. In this perspective, it is understood
as professional knowledge, scientific and technical fields that form the basis of the performance of
athletic coaches. Interpersonal knowledge is related to aspects of the relationship of the coach with
their athlete and the coach’s ability to communicate and relate effectively in this environment.
Intrapersonal knowledge refers to the ability to self-understand, ethical insights and reflections
made by the coach. Figure 3.5.1 illustrates this further:
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Interpersonal
Knowledge
Environment
(a) Sport culture
(b) Ethics and welfare
(c) Parents and context
(d) Coworkers
(e) Referees, officials and
sports agents
(f) Clubs, schools and
associations
(g) Government and
institutions
(h) Media

Professional Knowledge
Tennis
(a) Rules
(b) Facilities & materials
(c) Technical & Tactical

Relationships

Coaching Philosophy
(a) Identity
(b) Security
(c) Belief
(d) Leadership Style

Tennis Players
(a) Skills at each stage of
development
(b) Motivation

Sport Sciences
(a) Communication
(b) Empathy and sympathy
(c) Listening and
questioning
(d) Proper personal
conduct
(e) Management and
education of tennis players
and team

Intrapersonal
Knowledge

(a) Motor development
(b) Medicine, nutrition,
first aid and injury
prevention
(c) Anti-doping
(d) Psychology and
sociology
(e) Biomechanics and
physiology
(f) Management
(g) Sport pedagogy

Tennis Players
(a) Being a learner
(b) Autonomy and
responsibility
(c) Auto reflection
(d) Critical thinking and
synthesis
(e) Fostering innovation
and knowledge

Methodology
(a) Planning, organization
and direction
(b) Creating a climate of
positive learning
(c) Observation, evaluation
and feedback
(d) Demonstration and
verbalization capacity
(e) Instructions and
teaching progressions

Basic Skills
(a) Language
(b) Math, Sciences and basic
technology

Figure 3.5.1: Knowledge requirements for the coach in tennis [43] [44]

Drawing from Figure 3.5.1, all three sets of knowledge are required from a coach’s perspective to
be applied during the development phase to help the player excel in tennis in a versatile fashion.
This basically makes the coach a key figure in developing a player professionally and a constant
need during the growth process because of the wealth of knowledge and experience possessed by
him/her.
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3.5.1 Role of the coach in the development of technique in tennis

One of the toughest, and at the same time most fascinating tasks of the tennis world occurs when
a player with potential “falls” into the hands of the coach who must plan and program their career,
that is to say, be responsible for their development in terms of physical, mental, technical and
tactical qualities to compete safely against all types of players when they reach elite level [45].

An experienced coach rarely suggests the solutions; they rather reflect the ideas, evoke the
solutions and support their implementation. This process “is unlocking a person´s potential to
maximize their own performance. It is helping them to learn rather than teaching them” [46].

The basis for development of top tennis players is technique. Without well-mastered technique, all
future efforts of the coach would be redundant. Through wrong technical procedures, wrong
models are stored in the brain which can later seriously limit the optimum development [47]. The
theory of kinetic chain is what coaches teach students for technique development and minimizing
errors as it comes down to coordinated sequential movements of body segments in generating
force to the ball [48].

3.5.2 Analysis of technique by coach during trainings
Technique analysis falls on a continuum between subjective (qualitative) and more objective
(quantitative) analyses [26]. The subjective analysis procedure is generally used by coaches, if the
performance of the player is to be optimized. The process adopted by the coach must evaluate
movement to identify both strengths and weaknesses in performance and then diagnose the
movement to prescribe an appropriate intervention in the context of technical error rectification.

A variety of models of technique analysis have been proposed. However, they may generally be
divided into approaches that focus on analyzing general biomechanical principles—for example,
assessment of balance during stroke production, followed by the application of force and inertia in
the development of racquet speed and so on identifying variables that are structured in a
mechanical model. The advantage of this approach is that the relations between variables is
highlighted and key technical points (position of the racquet at the completion of the backswing or
impact) get identified [26]. Irrespective of what procedure is used, the four-stage approach to
technique development (preparation, observation, intervention, and reassessment) developed by
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bio-mechanists in combination with pedagogists has had a major influence on the way tennis stroke
production is analyzed, interventions developed, and performance reassessed.

Coaches will be able to observe these outward manifestations of kinetic chain breakage as they
watch the players hit the strokes. One way to analyze technique is for the coach to concentrate on
one aspect of the kinetic chain (knee bend, hip counter rotation, shoulder cocking, elbow motion,
etc.) in each stroke, to see if the coordination in that area is intact. By this method of evaluation,
the reason behind the poor technique may be determined, and corrective measures or other
interventions may be prescribed (e.g. stroke alteration, conditioning, drill adjustment) [26] [30].

3.5.3 Need for communication between coach and player during training

Training a player involves constant communication. Effective tennis training under the watchful
eyes of the coach cannot be imagined without communication thereby making it an indispensable
entity. It is a powerful tool to develop and rectify a trainee. Professional coaching uses a range of
communication skills ranging from listening, questioning, clarifying, etc. to help the person under
consideration (trainee) to change his/her perspective and discover different approaches to achieve
the goals [49].

“He’s made me learn more from the losses that I’ve had than maybe I did in the past. I think he’s
always been very honest with me. He’s always told me exactly what he thought. And in tennis, it’s
not always that easy to do in a player/coach relationship. The player is sometimes the one in charge.
I think sometimes coaches are not always that comfortable doing that. But he’s been extremely
honest with me. If I work hard, he’s happy. If I don’t, he’s disappointed, and he’ll tell me. And, yeah,
when I’ve lost matches, last year after the final he told me he was proud of the way I played because
I went for it when I had chances. It was the first time I played a match in a Grand Slam final like that.
He’s got my mentality slightly different going into those sorts of matches.”

The above quote is the actual words used by Andy Murray about his coach, Ivan Lendl at the end of
the year 2013 who applauds the communicative skills of his coach for excelling in the game at the
highest level. Andy is a three-time grand slam tournament winner and a two-time Olympic
champion [50].
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Communication is “a multifaceted phenomenon that involves the transmission or exchange of
thoughts, ideas, feelings, or information through verbal and non-verbal channels”. Building on this
definition, effective communication involves mutual sharing and understanding. It is a dynamic
two-way process when individuals connect in a meaningful way. As such, effective communication
between a coach and player goes beyond merely talking and listening. Rather, it implies that the
challenge for a coach is to ensure that their player feels like the only, or the most important, person
in the world [51].

Several purposes may be involved in any single communication. As a principle, coaches
communicate with players to persuade, evaluate, inform, solve problems, motivate and inspire.
Communication includes not only verbal (spoken or written) content but also non-verbal cues
known as body language (e.g., facial expressions, body positioning, signals, gestures, voice
intonations etc.). It is estimated that as much as 50% to 70% of all communication is non-verbal.
This estimate has significant implications for coaches who may be unaware, or forgetful, of the
information they are imparting with facial expressions, hand gestures and tone of voice for
example. There is good reason for the well-known adages, “it’s not what you say but how you say
it” and “a picture tells a thousand words”! [52]

Interestingly, communication is always occurring. “We cannot not communicate. Understanding a
player’s personality and circumstances can guide a coach as to when, and where, coaches and
players might exchange thoughts, advice and/or feedback. As a general guide, feedback is best
provided at the time or shortly after an action, event or activity [53].

3.5.4 The process of feedback delivery in tennis by the coach during a training session

Building further from the chapter 3.5.3, the orthodox process of a coach providing feedback to
athletes during an on-court training session is described below [54]:
•

Step 1: The coach watches the player execute a skill. The coach must translate the athlete’s
performance into words and/or body actions.

•

Step 2: The coach then must translate what he/she wants done into words and/or body
actions.

•

Step 3: The athlete must hear and comprehend all the words and see all the body actions
in the intended manner.
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•

Step 4: The athlete then must use those words and actions to create internal images of him
or herself doing the movement and, in turn, the way he or she should be doing the
movement.

•

Step 5: The athlete repeats the skill with this new information and the process is repeated.

On analysis of the above steps, there is potential for the coach to miss vital aspects of the
movements of the player related to technique as the naked eye is used to pick up the issues in the
first step itself. If this happens, incorrect information flows through rest of the steps giving a
different picture to the athlete. Further, in the second step, how the information is delivered by the
coach matters a lot as players vary in perception levels. The coach may convey something
particularly important but processing that information by the player might turn out to be a different
ball game.

So, in the context of feedback delivery for technical error correction, conveyance and assimilation
of information is central from the perspective of the player who is practicing on court. As is
explained in step 4 and step 5, the interpretation done by the athlete in understanding what the
error is and it’s cause forms the basis for rectification and progress from the perspective of the
player.

3.6 Feedback
Human beings have a remarkable learning capacity which allows them to acquire a wide range of
skills, from motor actions to complex abstract reasoning. Independently of what is being learned,
feedback is necessary not only for correcting mistakes, but also for monitoring and improving the
performance up to a highly proficient level. Feedback is here conceptualized as an outcome of an
action that is captured by the senses. An action usually has more than one outcome which may be
used as feedback, from direct visual information, such as looking where the ball lands after hitting
it when playing tennis, to more elaborated or explicit outcomes, such as the coach’s verbal feedback
one one’s movement execution to hit the ball [55].
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3.6.1 Importance of feedback in tennis for technique development

Feedback is crucial for correcting, monitoring and improving performance [56]. This is extremely
important in sports, especially tennis. Without having knowledge of the standards of the executed
tasks, a player will always remain uncertain and will not understand what needs to be done next
during the training process thereby leading to a tense situation. According to a theoretical model,
individuals seek feedback to reduce uncertainty about what goals to pursue and the behaviors
required to achieve those goals. Individuals also seek feedback about how their behaviors are being
evaluated by others to achieve a sense of competency [57].

Feedback is generally considered to have a positive influence on task performance. Hence, to
improve oneself, that feedback needs to be utilized in a proper manner. For the current context,
feedback utilization is defined as the degree that feedback is used to make the changes suggested
by the feedback [58]. Drawing from the theory of goal commitment, it is proposed that individuals
with high goal commitment, compared to those with low goal commitment, are more likely to
process and use feedback to improve task performance. Given that learning-goal-oriented
individuals are more committed to task mastery than performance-goal-oriented individuals, the
higher commitment to task mastery should lead to a higher interest in the processing and using of
negative feedback to improve performance [59].

3.6.2 Feedback to be delivered for technique development

Although feedback can enhance performance through a motivational effect on effort, this stimulus
can be insufficient if the effort is misdirected. For such situations, feedback must also provide the
information needed to correct errors [60]. According to the cognitive evaluation theory (CET), when
feedback is delivered in a manner that primarily focuses on the outcomes desired by the feedback
source, the recipient feels controlled and has a decreased sense of self-determination. In contrast,
when feedback is delivered in an informational style, the recipient finds the feedback useful and
informative and feels a sense of self-determination. In turn, self-determination has a positive
relationship with intrinsic motivation. Extending the logic of CET, when a feedback exchange is
initiated by the source, the recipient may feel that the feedback is being delivered to meet the
objectives of the source, and thus more controlling in nature. In contrast, when a feedback
exchange is initiated by the seeker, the feedback may be viewed as more ‘informational’ as the
seeker is able to launch the agenda. The use of the inquiry method should further accentuate the
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‘informational’ tone of the feedback, as the seeker is more likely to feel a sense of involvement
from a two-way exchange process. Given that an informational tone leads to a sense of selfdetermination and intrinsic motivation for the task, the intrinsic motivation should enhance the
willingness of the recipient to use the feedback constructively for performance improvement [61].

Further, it has been found through a study at the classroom level that when there is more
information available, individuals should more easily be able to understand why they were initially
wrong (and presumably, be more confident when they were initially correct), which should
facilitate error correction and long-term retention of the correct information [62]. Also, it is
imperative that the information contained in the feedback should convey athletes about the extent
to which their behaviors and performance correspond to expectations as it directly provides data
about athletes’ competence [63] [64] [65]. This creates motivation by informing athletes about the
discrepancy between actual and desired performances, which can increase their desire to perform
better in the future. This desire in turn can be translated into greater effort and energy expenditure.
It provides guidelines by focusing athletes on the specific changes they need to implement if they
wish to improve future performances [66].

3.6.3 Timing of the feedback

Feedback is effective at the time or shortly after an action, event or activity [53]. This is termed as
immediate feedback. Perception of feedback plays a big role when it comes to the player in
question.

When it comes to seeking feedback, individuals have a choice to act or delay. Those who act and
seek feedback instantly with the goal of learning, quickly gain the information needed to enhance
their self-efficacy for eventual success. Those who delay may soon find their task focus replaced
with ruminations about their deficiencies. These ruminations can elevate stress to high enough
levels to be incapacitating, and thus further diminish self-efficacy [67].

The delay in seeking feedback can also be detrimental when intervening activities interfere with
the ability of the source and the recipient to recall the behavior accurately so that beneficial
feedback can be formulated and utilized. Sometimes, individuals delay seeking feedback after
negative events such as poor performance or perceived low ability, but poor performance episodes
are exactly the time when feedback may be the most valuable for improving performance. In
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contrast, individuals with an attitude for learning will have an advantage for improving their
performance by seeking feedback sooner after negative events when the potential for error
correction is especially prominent [68].

Hence, athletes who tend to delay feedback in understanding the error prevent themselves from
benefitting in a greater manner from instant feedback when it comes to rectification of their game
[69] [70]. Feedback provided immediately after execution of a task is more effective and relatable
through vivid memories as compared to feedback at a later stage. This immediate feedback
generates a field for goal orientation via the thought process of the individual.

Finally, in view of the above, the need for instant feedback is summed up through the following
points:
•

Developing Motivation: Immediate feedback at the occurrence of a technical error
maintains motivation during training sessions. Receiving results instantly creates a natural
arousal response. This arousal response naturally raises physiological output of the player.

•

Undivided Focus: In a highly technical game like tennis, it is imperative for a player to stay
focused at all moments. Coaches provide instant feedback to trainees to ensure that form
and effort is being followed.

•

Fine Tuning: Sometimes players feel good about a specific area in their game and try to
concentrate on that methodology rather than training in a comprehensive fashion. The
interpretations change from the perspective of the person on court. Instant feedback
coupled with surveillance narration gives a positive makeover to their thought process.
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3.7 Conclusion
This section aimed to understand the breadth and depth of the topic from a textual perspective.
The questions that were framed in chapter 3.1 were answered properly.

Technique is one of the most important facets of achieving success in tennis from a player’s
perspective and it is defined through biomechanical principles and easier illustrated through the
kinetic chain theory. Learning the mechanical structure of strokes requires practice of the correct
methodology to develop motor memory so that the strokes are executed in a habitual way. Hence,
it is imperative that the fundamentals are taught by an expert more commonly referred as coach.

The coach through his knowledge and experience creates an environment to teach the right
methodology to the player by focusing on his/her needs and accomplishments, systematically
monitors the growth of individuals and provides impartial and non-judgmental feedback on
performance. Coaches during trainings, adopts an observation and comment-based tactic which
relies mostly on the naked eye. This might not give the coach the full picture for an error committed
by the player as the events happen in a short time frame. Further, how this information is conveyed
to the player is important as perception level of every player is different. The coach might
communicate in a way which might turn out to be difficult to grasp by the player.

It is important for the player to understand the occurrence and cause of a technical error during
trainings else a bad habit is developed thereby aggravating the motor memory. Instant feedback
containing the right information is the game changer as it alerts the player in real time. The player
can then understand what went wrong with visual relations in an elaborate fashion and is able
devise countermeasures on what needs to be done for rectification on court. Further, being able to
understand the cause of the error keeps the individual focused and motivated by generating a goal
in the mind of the player.

This leads to the fact that choosing an appropriate coach is important from the perspective of the
player as there is a need to have an individual who has sound knowledge of the game in context of
technique development as well as skilled in communicating the right information at the appropriate
moment for amendments in a way that the player understands and can build further.
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4 USER RESEARCH
The user research involved volumetric as well as subjective data collection through structured
questions. A twofold approach was adopted where information was accumulated from both tennis
players as well as coaches. A wider base was attempted to figure out the consistencies in the
versions of the interviewees with regards to issues. The players chosen for this exercise have been
serious about learning tennis. This was a step to apprehend the issues of communication between
a coach and player during live training sessions in the context of technique development and the
role of feedback.

4.1 Players
This chapter aims to talk about the information accumulated from tennis players in the context of
understanding of the need for immediate feedback for correcting technical errors in players during
trainings. A twofold approach is adopted. For the quantitative part, a survey was conducted with
twenty-five tennis players from around Europe whereas for the qualitative part, one to one
interview was conducted with twenty tennis players in Tallinn, Estonia.

4.1.1 Questionnaire
The questions prepared for both quantitative and qualitative studies concerning players were open
ended. Here, an attempt was made to extract as much information from the player naturally on
how coaches developed their technique during live training sessions. Some of the basic questions
that were used are mentioned below:
1. How important is a coach according to you and why? How did you select the coach? Is there a
specific thing that you were considering? What did you want to achieve through tennis?
2. How long have you been seeking professional training? Are you happy with where you are?
3. How are your training sessions like from a time and procedural viewpoint? Could you talk about
all the phases? Does the training happen in a group or one to one? Which one do you prefer and
why?
4. What according to you is required to excel in the game and become a thorough professional? Did
the coach properly explain to you the necessary steps concerning this matter?
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5. Is there an emphasis on proper technique from the tutors? What is your understanding of
technique? How is this technique elucidated to you by the coach?
6. Are you a slow or a quick learner? Does the coach adapt to your needs?
7. What is your biggest frustration on court? When you hit a shot incorrectly, how do you feel at
that point? Are you able to figure out the error immediately all by yourself?
8. How does the coach intersect you during trainings when errors happen? Is it easy to understand
your coach? When you cannot understand what the coach said, how does it affect you? Do you ask
to explain again?
9. When mistakes become a pattern, how does it affect you at a personal level? Does the coach
immediately step in to correct the shot always?
10. Does immediate feedback on errors while training on court improve your game or later analysis
while the practice session is done and dusted help you relate better? What is the reason?
11. Are you aware and used different available tracking technologies to analyze your game? How
has the experience been? If you were asked to design a training session of your own, how will it
look like?

4.1.2 Quantitative and Qualitative Mechanism
This chapter aims to talk about the surveys and one to one interviews which the author
administered. For survey part, ten responses came from the age bracket of 9-16, eight responses
were from the age bracket of 20-24 and seven responses were from the age bracket of 30-45.
Average survey lasted for thirty minutes as per the system. For one to one interviews, five players
were interviewed in the age bracket of 7-12, nine players were interviewed in the age bracket of
13-18 and six players were interviewed in the age bracket of 25-40. Average interview with each
player lasted for thirty minutes.

It is to be noted that the elderly group (ages 30-45 for survey and ages 25-40 for one to one
interviews) had played tennis seriously as they were growing up. Other groups are actively playing
tennis till date. Following are the insights from the survey and interviews:

•

Selection of the Coach: 95% of the interviewees were firm on having the right coach who
would show them the path to excel in tennis. However, as they started off learning the
game, they weren’t that bothered about the coach and depended more on the tennis
centre’s reputation but understood the coach’s value through age.
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•

One to one trainings: 80% of the interviewees preferred one to one trainings as undivided
attention is achieved only through this framework. All of them have participated in group
trainings and found it slow paced and ineffective because the coach had to deal with several
other players at the same time.

•

Basic technique: As a serious group of interviewees were chosen by the author, 100% of
the responses credited sound technique to be the building block in tennis. Without a proper
technique, one will not be able to get far. Additionally, it was revealed that coaches focus
utilize the kinetic chain theory for the stroke motion in dealing with the ball.

•

Understanding the coach: According to 85% of the responses, every coach is different in
the way they explain. During trainings, coaches articulate in a similar way to every individual
but not everyone is able to grasp the matter immediately because of varied perception
levels. If one is unable to understand what the coach is trying to extract from the individual,
then it becomes hard to move on with the game in addition to irritating the player.

•

Intersection by the coach: In all training centres, coaches intervened straight away when
they spotted the error through the naked eye on court either verbally or by stepping on to
the court. 80% of the respondents said that it was hard to visualize in a short span of time
what the correct method for a stroke was even though the coach conducted shadow
practices independently or by making the player repeat the motion by physically holding
on to the concerned body part.

•

Frustrations on committing errors: Having a constant coach for instant monitoring of a
player all the time even during individual trainings is a luxury. Coaches are busy people and
have their slots booked for most of the year. All the respondents talked about negativity
creeping in when the origination of technical errors wasn’t figured out immediately. There
is always a natural urge to clear out the right methodology in the head by understanding
what went wrong (pin-pointed visualization) instantly else intensity and motivation levels
go down. The rhythm is completely spoilt if comprehending the errors takes a lot of time.

•

Monitoring growth: All the respondents talked about receiving instant unbiased feedback
which is clear to understand as the right approach in monitoring the technical growth of an
individual. Each of them wants to know where they stand daily from a shot making
perspective as that allows them to fix the required elements instantly.
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•

Usage of present technologies: 60% of the respondents have had access to present assisted
coaching technologies through the tennis centre but all of them could be used only offcourt at an additional cost. This impacted their rhythm as visual relations had to be built
later.

4.2 Coaches
This chapter aims to talk about the information accumulated from tennis coaches in the context of
mechanisms employed during trainings for teaching technique to players. For this part, one to one
interviews were conducted with two certified professional tennis coaches in Tallinn, Estonia.

4.2.1 Questionnaire
The questions prepared for qualitative studies concerning coaches were open ended. Here, an
attempt was made to extract as much information from the coach naturally on the treatment of
players during live training sessions. Some of the basic questions that were used are mentioned
below:

1. How long have you been coaching at the professional level? Which age groups do you deal with?
2. What is your understanding of technique in tennis? How do you communicate this to your
students?
3. Could you tell about the training sessions you design for various age groups phase by phase? Do
you change the pattern in course of time? How do you do so and why?
4. How players vary in the ability to pick up the game? How do you deal with slow learners in the
game?
5. How do you intersect players when you spot an error through the naked eye? What is your
understanding of error in the game and what makes you spot it? How do you communicate the
conducted flaw to the player on court? How big a role does the explanation play?
6. When a player is unable to fathom the rectification you wanted to achieve, and the mistakes
become a pattern, how do you deal with it?
7. What sort of feedback should be adopted for proper training? Do players have a preference?
8. In tennis, what are the factors that can deteriorate a player from a technical growth viewpoint?
9. How important is a physical coach when it comes to shaping up a player to excel in the game
consistently? Do you use off court analytical tools for effective articulation?
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10. If you were asked to independently design an ideal training session what would it look like and
why?

4.2.2 Qualitative Mechanism
This chapter aims to throw light on the structured interaction of the author with two professional
coaches in Tallinn, Estonia. One coach who is a qualified ITF Level 2 coach has been providing
proficient training to students in the age group of 6-12 at Tondiraba Tennisekeskus [71] [1]. The
other coach who is a qualified Estonian Level 3 coach, provides proficient training to students in the
age group of 10-18 at Tere Tennisekeskus [3]. The average interview lasted for one hour and
discussions covered the breadth and depth of the topic. Insights from the interviews are:
•

The value of technique and coach- Technique is important to stay ahead in tennis and
other skills are built around it. Styles are different but mechanical structure of strokes is
similar for all players. Coaches play an influential role in technically developing players
following the kinetic chain theory. They aim to concentrate on the body mechanics for
stroke motions that leads to development of motor memory from a player’s perspective.
Wrong training or coaching deteriorates the functioning of motor memory making the role
of a coach cardinal.

•

Grasping power- Perception level of students is different. Some pick up quickly whereas
some have a hard time in figuring out what is being taught. If a player is unable to assimilate
what is being elucidated, he/she will not be able to execute the strokes in the right manner.
Not being able to fathom the right methodology is a common bottleneck which students
must work out.

•

Intersecting the player- When errors are spotted with the naked eye, coaches immediately
step in and rectify the cause of the technical error during sessions. They first explain
verbally and then move on to executing the correct shot motion through a shadow all by
themselves to illustrate to the student in case it is hard for the student to understand
verbally. In case, the player is unable to understand, they point to the body part of the
student and goes through the shadow motion with the student to develop motor memory
again and again.
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•

Larger goal of the explanation- Coaches focus on developing the motor memory of the
student through practice. This is a key component of technique. For strokes, the body
segments should be sequentially coordinated. When the coach touches a student’s body
part to explain its positioning, he aims to create a natural motion of the body as a response
for a stroke. Further, as students are different, a specific explanation method might work
for one, but it doesn’t guarantee success for another player from the coach’s perspective.
What remains common for a player is the feeling. If a player feels the origination of error
on his body part, the learning is quicker because there do not remain any further
ambiguities. He/she can then play the images of the taught technique in mind and rehearse
the stroke through shadow motion at that very moment correcting the flaw.

•

Role of feedback- As a responsible coach, one equates quality of play with motivation.
Unbiased instant feedback on committing a technical error not only alerts him/her but
creates a sense of urgency in harmonizing the faults. If a player commits errors and has no
idea of what went wrong, then this demoralizes the student resulting in loss of motivation
with a steep drop in intensity. Solving an error immediately has a greater footprint on the
mind of the player as he/she remains focused and motivated to produce error free strokes
during the training period.

•

Analytical tools during training- In their vision, if a student can feel or visualize the
perpetrated error, then the learning is quicker as compared to verbal explanation on court
or through shadow motion of the strokes. Additionally, technical analysis is accurate and
pin-points the error making it more penetrative from the perspective of the student.

•

Ideal Training Session- One to one training interactions between coach and student is the
ideal foil for continuous attention. A student grows rapidly if the coach can create an
appropriate environment for the escalation process. Empathetic feedback from the coach
builds an understanding relationship ensuring a quicker apprehension of the committed
errors what should be the correction. Further, as soon as a player commits a mistake,
immediate feedback should be provided through assisted technologies for pin-pointed
visualization of the error origination in the mind of the student for rapid comprehension.
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4.3 Conclusion
This section aimed to understand the issues concerning the topic from both learner as well as
coach’s perspective. It is inferred here that technique is paramount in development of the game
from a player’s perspective and the coach plays a vital role in imparting that knowledge. Proper
articulation by the coach is important from a grasping viewpoint else the player will be at sea.
Coaches must explain a thing in a way that the individual is able to assimilate and apply it further.
So, a player must be careful while selecting the coach.

Instant feedback is a crucial parameter to be adopted during training sessions with or without a
coach. It is important for the player to understand the occurrence and cause of a technical error
(pin-pointed understanding) during trainings and correct feedback provided immediately at the
emergence of an error alerts the player as the memories are relatable thereby not aggravating the
motor memory. Further, being able to understand the cause of the error keeps the rhythm intact
else intensity drops and frustration/negativity creep in.

Usage of technology in pin-pointing an error turns out to be far more effective as compared to the
methodology adopted by the coach (dependence on naked eye). Firstly, accurate data is provided
to the player about the error and secondly, this error is visualized in the mind easily as compared
to visualization through articulation by the coach.

Undivided attention during trainings is more effective because the growth is monitored constantly.
One to one, personal training sessions are ideal in this case as instant feedback could be achieved
through this framework for continuous development as compared to group trainings where the
coach deals with several people at the same time diluting intensity levels from the player’s
perspective.
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5 MARKET PRODUCTS
This chapter aims to figure out the products/product-service-systems using an exploratory
approach which have entered the market in the context of analyzing one’s game. Care has been
taken to be precise and not talk about irrelevant technological offerings in this case which generally
aid in training rather than on feedback-oriented coaching in tennis.

5.1 Objective and Scope
This chapter plans to talk about the products/product-service-systems which have made it to the
market and are being actively used by the players to gather expert advice. However, there are many
equal products and naming each of them will become meaningless. To be smooth and consistent,
3 categories of products/product-service-systems are devised and the top most items for each
category catering to all the available functionalities are highlighted.

5.2 Connected Technology
There are several wearable technologies available in the market for tennis aimed at providing
expert advice to the player for game improvement. To be precise, only the top entities are talked
about in this section which covers all the available functionalities.

5.2.1 Pure Drive

Figure 5.2.1.1 Pure Drive, Babolat [72]

Pure Drive is a sensor-based racket developed by French firm named Babolat [72]. The sensor is
built into the grip and collects data related to stroke play. When not in play, the data could then be
transferred via Bluetooth while pairing with the smart phone to get the statistics. It collects a huge
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amount of data on the game and focuses on a quantified approach providing players with statistics
via an application. However, it has nothing to do with qualitative instant feedback and visualization
of shots.

5.2.2 Smart Dampener

Figure 5.2.2.1 Smart Dampener, Courtmatics [73]

This is a product designed by Courtmatics which is a US based firm focusing on tennis analytics. The
smart dampener is attached to the strings of the racket and it starts collecting data on the game of
the player [73]. It concentrates on a quantified approach and the dampener is connected to the
smart phone app via mobile when not in play to statistically analyze the game. It has nothing to do
with instant feedback and visualization of shots. Further, there is no scope to individually analyze a
shot because it employs a statistics-based mechanism.

5.2.3 Tennis 2

Figure 5.2.3.1 Tennis 2, Zepp [74]

Tennis 2 is an innovative product from a US based firm named Zepp. It is a portable smart sensor
that gets mounted at the bottom of the racket and utilizes a quantified approach. The analysis
happens through pairing with an application on the smart phone [74]. Additionally, if a camera
records the game through the video frame on the app then analytics happens off court with proper
visualization of the shots. However, without the video recording, the focus lies on statistics

whereas, with the video feature, proper analytical visualization is provided but at a later
stage by syncing with the app.
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5.2.4 Babolat and PIQ

Figure 5.2.4.1 Wristband and PIQ fuel, Babolat and PIQ [75]

This is a product developed by French firms PIQ and Babolat meant to be worn on the wrist. It does
employ a quantified mechanism for usage through the app and wrist movement is used for the
simulation [75]. Basic data could be immediately seen on the display of the wrist wearable after
playing a shot. This includes racquet speed, revolutions on the ball, etc. However, there is no
immediate qualitative analysis feature for feedback.

5.3 Intelligent Courts

This chapter aims to talk about feedback-oriented lawn tennis courts from a coaching perspective.
Though there are multiple options available in the market, but only the relevant are highlighted
covering all the requisite functionalities.

5.3.1 Smart Court

Figure 5.3.1.1 Smart Court, Playsight [76]

Smart Court is a video and analytics platform product-service-system developed by an Israel based
firm known as Playsight Interactive for a variety of sports. Accuracy of the analysis is immaculate
because of an algorithmic approach and gives a picture of where one stands from a shot perspective
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[76]. The visuals could be accessed from anywhere to go through the errors which were conducted
in a specific session. However, this entire setup is rigid in nature. Players will have to use these
specific courts with this technology installed on them. Further, after playing a shot, one must travel
to the kiosk outside of the court and go through the necessary screen steps to analyze that
particular shot and it does not provide with instant feedback on errors with hint for correction by
selection of a mode even if the larger screen is used on court for re-directing.

5.3.2 Kiosk

Figure 5.3.2.1 The Kiosk, Mojjo [77]

The Kiosk is a basic camera-oriented product-service system developed by a France based firm
called Mojjo for lawn tennis [77]. The entire system basically records a session with cameras and
the session could be seen at any point on the screen kiosk as an exact stream without real analytics
of the game. This is a rigid system where specific courts must be used from a player perspective. It
turns out to be an extremely basic system which does not provide pin-pointed analysis of the shots.
There is no option for instant feedback and one must access the off-court screen or application to
see oneself.

5.4 Video Analysis
This chapter aims to talk about analytical software available in the market for in-depth investigation
of the game of the player via videos. A filtered approach is utilized here to select the contextual
products covering all available functionalities.
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5.4.1 Match Analysis

Figure 5.4.1.1 Match Analysis, Tennis Analytics [78]

This is a software-based service provided by a firm named Tennis Analytics. Detailed analysis on
one’s game is provided by experts after proper scrutiny [78]. One must record the footage all by
himself/herself and then send the raw video to the analyzers as an upload. Further, the player must
wait for a significant amount of time to get advice on the game. It does not address the topic of
instantaneous feedback.

5.4.2 myDARTFISH LIVE S

Figure 5.4.2.1 myDARTFISH LIVE S, Dartfish [79]

This is an independent product provided by a Swiss firm named Dartfish focusing on video-analysis
tools in multiple sporting categories. Software is at one’s disposal and the videos could be
scrutinized at any point [79]. The product is basically meant for coaches who are looking to pick up
insights from the video by themselves and point out errors. One must do the analysis with the help
of someone or by own. Feedback on the game performance does not come from any sort of
algorithm.
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5.5 Conclusion
There was a need to be cognizant of the products/product-service-systems on the market in the
domain of coaching through technology. This helped in working out the movement of technology
in the future.

On analyzing each of the ideas at the market level, it was found that they are conceived based on
feasible technology and adopt a quantified approach. The focus lies on connected technology giving
a stop and start feel. None of the products/product-service-systems have the option of
independent, qualitative and immediate expert feedback on one’s game including hints on
perfecting the play from a technical perspective.
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6 ASSOCIATION
The scope and objective of this chapter is to apprehend the process of tennis coaching for technique
development during trainings from a personal as well as player perspective by being in the thick
and thin of things.

6.1 Building with the User
This chapter aims to understand exactly how a coach teaches a player technique on court and how
the player responds to that kind of feedback. The chapter is broken down into three sub-chapters
concerning a one-to-one training session, one-to-many training session and a section where the
author himself practices the game under the watchful eyes of a coach. The prime objective for this
exercise was to work out the modus operandi for feedback interventions which the coach adopts.
The emotional value is further assimilated by the author during a participatory session.

6.2 Training at Tondiraba Tennisekeskus
This chapter aims to provide insights from an active training session involving two students and
coach. Tondiraba Tennisekeskus was chosen for this activity and it is a professional tennis school
for students of all age groups located in Tallinn [1]. The student taken into consideration is Ilja
Lomunov who is seven years old and is serious about developing himself technically in the game of
tennis. Ilja has been practicing the game of tennis under a qualified coach for almost a year. The
coach for Ilja is named Marek Varblane who provides proficient training to students in the age group
of 6-12 at this tennis center since 2003. Marek is a qualified ITF Level 2 coach [71] [80].

Marek follows a step by step procedure while training Ilja. On every practice session, he makes sure
that Ilja works on his forehand, backhand, volleys and serve. The training is kicked off through a
ten-minute warm up drill followed by active coaching on strokes in terms of technique development
for forty minutes and ends with 10 minutes of competitive play. It is a one to two training session
involving another student with whom Ilja practices under Marek.

Two principle cases are considered in this category where Ilja plays with another student freely and
Marek watches on as the first case. In the second case, Ilja is individually supervised to work on a
particularly important stroke for tennis.
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6.2.1 Ilja focusing on his ground-strokes
This chapter deals with Ilja trying to develop his ground-strokes while knocking with another
student and Marek continues to keep a close eye on the process to provide expert advice once a
technical error is committed. The explanation for this section is done through a series of illustrations
and description thereafter for that image.
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Figure 6.2.1.1 Ilja practising his backhand with Marek (Arnav, 2018)

Figure 6.2.1.1 consists of a sequence of six images which are numbered accordingly as per
occurence. In (1) Ilja positions himself for an incoming ball towards his backhand from the other
side of the court. It was noted that Marek was providing instructions as Ilja was preparing himself
for the stroke motion. As soon as Ilja executes the backhand in (2), Marek spots an error with his
naked eye and immediately passes a comment on footwork suggesting that Ilja didn’t do enough
with the backhand. Marek in no way hesitates to communicate his observations to Ilja even when
in play. Marek is seen getting angry in (3) and utters a mouthful to Ilja asking him if all that had been
spoken was unfathomable or not. Ilja shadow-practiced his backhand multiple times to get the
correct body motion etched to his mind. Marek asked him to conduct some more motions to build
a rhythm and focus mindset. In (4), Marek tries to explain the right technique to Ilja from outside
the court and asks Ilja to focus. In (5) and (6), Marek continues to articulate the sequence of steps
to Ilja by shadowing the movement mechanics himself to tackle the incoming ball towards the
backhand side.

From this case, it was discerned that coaches intercept immediately at the occurrence of an error
by a player and they portray the right approach by shadowing themselves simultaneous to verbal
explanation.
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6.2.2 Ilja focusing on his Serve
This chapter deals with Ilja trying to develop his serve motion with the help of Marek. Serve is a
critical component in tennis and being strong in this aspect can result in game domination from the
player’s viewpoint. The explanation for this chapter is done through a series of illustrations and
description thereafter for that image.
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Figure 6.2.2.1 Ilja practises the serve with Marek (Arnav, 2018)

Figure 6.2.2.1 consists of a sequence of seven images which are numbered accordingly as per
occurence. In (1) Marek asks Ilja to first shadow practice the serve without the ball. Once couple of
shadows were performed by Ilja, he then goes ahead with the service motion with the tennis ball.
Due to Ilja’s age factor, he is made to serve from the service box rather than from the baseline as is
done in actual. Marek in (2) points towards raising the right arm further to Ilja. This is communicated
to Ilja verbally and through gestures from outside of the court. In (3), Marek immediately intervenes
and stops Ilja from going ahead with the wrong motion. He takes up the racket and articulates the
proper method for the serve to Ilja by going through the entire motion all by himself. Ilja looks on
to grasp the actual operation. Marek in (4) performs multiple service motions through shadows to
explain further to Ilja. Ilja on the other hand was listening to the advice provided by Marek and was
concentrating on the ball. In (5), Ilja was asked by Marek to hold the racket get his arm in position
for the serve motion. As soon as Ilja did it independently, Marek intervened and stepped closer to
him to grab his arm. He further went on to explain verbally as well as by physically holding the arm
to create the motion sequence. In (6), Ilja serves couple of balls with Marek standing close to him
for a more refined observation on the errors committed by him. He continues to get immediate
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feedback on the fine tunings that are required to execute the motion successfully. In (7), Marek was
dissatisfied by the movement sequence adopted by Ilja and then held his arm. He continued to
perform the correct serve motion by holding on to Ilja’s arm.

In this case, it was perceived that it was hard for both the coach to explain the matter to the student
as well as the student found it challenging to assimilate the words and physical articulation from
the coach. Sometimes, the student failed to concentrate and visualize all the elements to be
considered for a stroke in the mind. However, the coach intercepted the error more accurately by
staying close to the student and tried to solve it either by demonstrating the proper motion by
himself in addition to verbal commentary or by physically touching the error point on the student’s
body.

6.3 Training at Tere Tennisekeskus

This chapter aims to provide insights from an active training session involving four students and
coach. Tere Tennisekeskus was chosen for this activity and it is a professional tennis school for
students of all age groups located in Tallinn [3]. The students taken into consideration for
photographs are all ten years old. They are serious about developing themselves as tennis
professionals. They have been practicing under a qualified coach for over two years. The coach for
the students is named Edgar Vain who provides proficient training to students in the age group of
10-18 at this tennis center through an organization named TC Avantage [81]. It is to be noted that
Edgar is a qualified Estonian Level 3 coach [82].

As the case considered here is group trainings, Edgar chalks out a routine for the players where they
warm up for 10 minutes, followed by knocking among themselves for twenty minutes. The last
thirty minutes is kept for a doubles match for competitive development.

6.3.1 Group Practice Session

This chapter deals with the students knocking with each other (twenty minutes) and Edgar
continues to keep a close eye on the process to provide expert advice once a technical error is
committed. The explanation is done through a series of illustrations and description thereafter for
that image.
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Figure 6.3.1.1 Students knocking with each other as a doubles setting (Arnav, 2018)

Figure 6.3.1.1 consists of a sequence of six images which are numbered accordingly as per
occurence. The students continue to practice various shots among themselves during a twenty
minute period as demonstrated in (1). Edgar continues to watch for the correctness of the strokes
from the players. On spotting an error in a particular student, Edgar immediately summons others
closer to the net as seen in (2). The objective was to use that error as a case study for others to not
repeat the same mistakes. He shadows the correct motion sequence multiple times to all the
students on court in addition to verbal explanation concurrently. As the students practice in (3),
Edgar passes on verbal comments to a student on the volley technique adopted by him. He further
talks from the sidelines of the court about the finer aspects on volley technique like strength of the
wrist, block motion for volleys, etc. As the twenty-minute practice session inches closer to the last
leg, Edgar asks the students to switch to practicing the serve. He sees errors in students during their
practice and starts explaining the proper serve motion as seen in (4) to all the students from one
side of the court multiple times stressing on the follow through motion being paramount to extract
immaculate kick out of the ball making the return a difficult proposition from the opponent’s
perspective. After explaining the serve motion through shadows multiple times, Edgar asks one
student to demonstrate to others the right technique. The student performs the motion with a ball
in (5) and others look on from near and from the other side of the court to fathom out the exact
motion. The student performs the activity to develop a rhythm. Edgar continues to observe from
the sidelines and lets other know that they should be paying attention to the serve motion. Edgar
quickly spots an error in the serve of the student in (6) and immediately goes closer to him to explain
the right motion with a verbal and shadow activity. This is closely monitored by other students on
court who then try to shadow the right movement patterns concerning the serve at the very
moment. Edgar employs this method numerable times by using a student to explain to others.
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The coach in this case mostly adopted a verbal and visual approach in delivering the expert feedback
to the players. Interventions were instant from the coach on spotting an error and subjects were
used to explain to others as the group training comprised of four members. In case the subjects
were not able to conduct the right motion for a shot, the coach then demonstrated the right
approach by himself.

6.4 Author Participation
This chapter aims to provide insights from an active training session involving the author, a partner
and a part-time coach. Idakeskus Sport was chosen for this activity and it is a professional tennis
school for students of all age groups located in Tallinn [2]. The author has had proper training on
the game at an early age. The coach chosen for this exercise is Mr. Amit who provides part-time
coaching to players of all ages.

6.4.1 Practicing
This chapter deals with the author knocking with a partner for forty minutes and the coach
continues to keep a close eye on the process from the sidelines to provide expert advice once a
technical error is committed. The explanation for this chapter is done through a series of
illustrations and description thereafter for that image.
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Figure 6.4.1.1 Author trying to develop his forehand (Vladyslav, 2018)
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Figure 6.4.1.1 consists of a sequence of four images which are numbered accordingly as per
occurence. The author practices his ground-strokes with the partner during the initial twenty
minutes with more focus on forehand stroke motion as seen in (1). In (2), a major error is spotted
by the coach through the naked eye on execution of the forehand and he immediately passes
comments verbally on rectification of the error by stopping the game. In (3), the coach approaches
the author at the aftermath of the verbal articulation on court to rectify the flawed technique used
by the author in the previous shot. In (4), the coach holds the arm of the author by emphasizing on
the angle of the elbow for the correct motion to be adopted in executing the forehand. The motion
is shadowed jointly multiple times to generate a rhythm by sequencing the angles of the wrist, arm
and shoulder.

The coach in this case mostly adopted a detailed approach in delivering the expert feedback to the
author. Interventions were instant from the coach on spotting an error. The error point on the
author’s body were accurately pin-pointed.

6.5 Conclusion
This chapter of association gave an extensive interpretation of the coaching mechanism in the
context of learning technique and how the feedback works from the perspective of the player.
Penetrative insights were collected especially when the author himself participated in an
administered training session. A broad and in-depth understanding was assimilated through the
coaching sessions in both Tere Tennisekeskus as well as Tondiraba Tennisekeskus because multiple
age brackets were taken into consideration. More importantly, the learning pattern of the player
was a good take away from this exercise as a counter to the expert advice delivered by coaches.

It could be inferred that coaches focus on the right approach to an incoming ball, the contact point,
and the follow through. As soon as errors are spotted with the naked eye, they immediately passed
verbal advice. They step onto the court and physically point out the right motion sequence to
handle a shot. Additionally, they also do not shy away from conducting the shadow motion multiple
times themselves to articulate to the player on the right approach. Players on the other hand take
time to accumulate the guidance. When the author was playing himself, it was sometimes hard to
apprehend the error origination at times even though the coach held on to his arm and was going
through the motion simultaneous to verbal feedback. These compelling insights provide the
necessary bullet points to develop the design brief.
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7 DESIGN BRIEF
Based on the conclusions drawn from the literature review and user research in chapters 3 and 4,
a focused approach is needed to move on to the conceptualization phase for tackling the key pain
points from the player’s perspective. A broad level understanding of products available in the
market in the context of coaching feedback for technique development was achieved in chapter 5
thereby demonstrating the need for a new idea. Association helped understand how the coach
steps onto the court during training sessions to rectify the error committed by the player in chapter
6. This was an important insight from the perspective of development of the concepts.

7.1 Development of a Quadrant Theory

From the literature review, user research and association chapters, four critical blocks have been
identified and needs to be addressed from the perspective of the player:
•

Technique Learning: Technique is a critical component for achieving success in tennis.
Though every individual has a style of their own but mechanical structure of strokes follow
a fundamental structure following the kinetic chain theory. A player practices correctly to
get it etched into the motor memory such that the strokes are performed naturally.

•

Coach and Training: Proper monitoring is important as adopting a wrong technique will get
ingrained in the player’s motor memory and would get hard to change later thereby making
coach’s role pivotal. The key here lies in the communication process adopted by the coach
as players vary in perception levels. The exact information which the coach wants to convey
should be assimilated in the same form as failure to do so results in deviations during stroke
execution by the player.

•

Technical Error Solving: Technical error is natural when practicing and is a resultant of
kinetic chain breakage. However, how this is dealt with during trainings is directly
proportional to the response of the player. Firstly, continuing to train with a flawed
technique leads to a bad habit. Secondly, being unable to figure out the error’s cause
frustrates the player thereby de-motivating him/her to carry on with the same intensity
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and thirdly, pin-pointed understanding of occurrence of an error is far more penetrative for
easy tackling during the correction process.
•

The Power of Instant Feedback: Feedback provided instantly with the right information not
only alerts the player of the irregularities but informs the player of the cause of the error
thereby letting the player visualize the events in mind and compare it with actuals in real
time for a relatable motor memory correction. This mechanism of fine tuning creates a goal
in the mind of the individual leading to a rise in intensity and motivation levels.

The above theory proved to be a key design driver for this thesis in formulating a focused aim in
the given context through proper convergence of the issues. The final aim for the thesis is:

To create an assimilation-conveyance system for instant analytical apprehension of an
error committed on court.

7.2 Functions to be included in the Concepts
Based on the aim as described in chapter 7.1, the concept should tackle the issues highlighted in
the quadrant theory. The objective for the concept is to spot an error and communicate it to the
player in a pleasing manner. Firstly, the concept should be able to gather the information related
to movement of the body segments during the execution of a stroke commonly known as stroke
motion. A stroke motion is defined here as the movement of the racquet during the stroke
(approach, impact and follow through). Secondly, this information should be compared with the
kinetic chain theory to check if the body segments were sequentially coordinated or not following
chapter 3.3.3. And, thirdly, the right amount of information for origination of an error on the body
part should be delivered to the player instantly. This makes the concept threefold which should
have an input layer, a processing layer and an output layer. The system analogy should follow the
guidelines mentioned below:
•

Input Layer: Based on the kinetic chain theory and biomechanical principles following
chapter 3.3.3, movement positions of foot, legs, hips, back, shoulder, elbow and wrist for
force buildup are required to create a sequential simulation over time. Further, information
on the impact of the ball on the racquet (position, speed and spin) as a function of time is
necessary to synchronize the body movements over time during the stroke motion.
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•

Processing Layer: Here, the simulated motion generated in the input layer should be
analyzed to check if the respective movements were sequential coordinated following the
kinetic chain theory in building up force. In case of deviations, an error should pop up
thereby highlighting the origination of the error. There can be only one unique error
origination point in the body with for a stroke motion as per chapter 3.3.3.

•

Output Layer: If a breakage in the kinetic chain is spotted during the analysis in the
processing layer, an output should be instantly generated after the stroke motion which
will alert the player of the error origination thereby giving hints for correction. The
following output modes could be considered:

A. Body Feedback: This method will directly provide a feedback on the body part of
the player which led to breakage of the kinetic chain thereby generating a pinpointed understanding of the error through a feeling.

B. Audio Feedback: This method will aim the ears of the player for providing
specific information on correction for the error that is understandable. Care should
be taken in providing exact information as too much data might be difficult for the
player to process in a short span of time while in the middle of trainings.

C. Visual Feedback: A simulation will be generated highlighting the error
origination for viewing by the player. In this case specific information on the
committed error should be provided which is easy to understand through first
glance. Usage of appropriate colors could be an option for better realization.

7.3 Conclusion
This chapter analyzed the conclusions from literature review, user research and association
chapters thereby adopting a focused approach through a quadrant theory. This proved to be the
design driver for arriving at a refined aim. Based on this aim, the functionalities which should be
incorporated during the generation of concepts are elaborated. Multiple concepts should be
developed by keeping the functionalities in mind as opposed to having just one concept with all the
functionalities. This will prove to be handy during the user test feedback process as some
functionality might prove to be irrelevant from the perspective of the player while testing in a realworld scenario.
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8 CONCEPTUALIZATION
This section explains how the problems that were identified and summarized in the design brief
relating to chapter 7 are addressed by means of concepts that are immensely desirable and feasible.
It was well understood that the issues of the players were quite intense from a magnitude point of
view and only a fitting solution that can take care of all the finer aspects should be thought of.

In the following chapters, three key concepts will be discussed after clearly defining the elements
which compose them and the working principle of each from a functionality perspective (being the
primary objective) will be demonstrated.

A subject by the name of Mr. Roop Ranjan Khan who is nineteen years old and is an amateur tennis
player is used for effectively exhibiting the operation of the elements as well as the concepts. Roop
is a second-year student of Tallinn University of Technology, Tallinn, Estonia pursuing his BSc. in
Integrated Engineering. The usage of the subject in creating real-life scenarios ensures quick
interpretation of the below sections by the reader. Additionally, Mr. Vladyslav Shvets who is a
second-year student of Design and Engineering at Tallinn University of Technology, Tallinn, Estonia
has helped the author in creating the sketches for the elements based on the latter’s inputs
enabling accurate visualization.

As three concepts will be proposed, user test feedback is paramount to narrow down on a final
concept. This step will be conducted in the next progression stage to validate the functionality and
acceptability of each concept from the perspective of the player.

8.1 Understanding the elements
This chapter aims to throw light on primary elements as well as secondary elements needed to
formulate multiple concepts to tackle the problems of the player in a smooth fashion. Once the
elements are properly articulated, the concepts will demonstrate the working principle from a
functionality perspective in each case both at a system level as well as a practical level. It is to be
kept in mind that the elements are a follow-up to the design brief explained in chapter 7.2.
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8.1.1 Element 1: Smart Racket Sensor (Primary Component)
This chapter aims to exclusively elucidate the functioning of the sensor and its role in the concepts
to be developed. It is to be noted here that the internal components of the sensor will not be
knocked down for an elaborative understanding.

Tennis racket
Data transmission wirelessly

Figure 8.1.1.1: Sketch of smart racquet sensor to be attached to bottom of racquet handle

Figure 8.1.1.1 illustrates a smart sensor meant to get easily plugged into the bottom of all racquets
by a thumb press. It forms an integral element as it tracks the ball impact variables (position on
racquet head, speed and spin) on the racquet as a function of time for a stroke motion.

Incoming ball
Outgoing ball

Figure 8.1.1.2: Data retrieval for ball impact on racquet by smart racquet sensor

The sensor acts like an input device generating the data on the ball in real time to the logic entity
via Bluetooth for simulating the player’s body motion in coordination with the ball and racquet. It
consists of a module for the electronic circuitry and a lithium polymer battery for getting charged
via a USB cable.

Justification: The smart racquet sensor’s role in the development of concepts is critical as stroke
motion is centered around the tennis ball which will be used as a basic platform for other elements
in concepts to synchronize the simulation accordingly for effective error detection as outlined in
chapter 7.2. Hence, this defines the sensor as a primary component to be used in all concepts.
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8.1.2 Element 2: Smart Body Suit (Primary Component)

This chapter aims to describe the functioning of the body suit and its composition from a
technological perspective in the given context and its role in the concepts to be developed. The
internal constituents of modular blocks will not be knocked down for an elaborative understanding.

C. Right Shoulder Module

L. Left Shoulder Module

A. Logic + Power Module

M1. Right Back Module
M2. Left Back Module
D. Right Elbow Module
K. Left Elbow Module
E. Right Wrist Module

Hair Line wires

J. Left Wrist Module

F. Right Knee Module
I. Left Knee Module

G. Right Ankle Module

H. Left Ankle Module

B2. Left Hip Module

B1. Right Hip Module

Figure 8.1.2.1: Sketch of smart body suit (internal view)

The body suit in Figure 8.1.2.1 is a smart wearable concept which the tennis player will put on during
trainings. As was deduced in chapter 7.1 that a player must follow the kinetic chain theory for
playing tennis with proper technique, this smart body suit is conceptualized based on this
apprehension. The body suit has three roles and is explained below:

•

Input: It collects real time data of body segment movements during a stroke motion in
coordination with the data from the smart racquet sensor.

•

Processing: It simulates the acquired raw facts and analyzes the sequential coordination of
the body segments and buildup of force over time.
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•

Output: It provides pin-pointed feedback at the occurrence of an error through vibration
on the body part of the wearer itself for better understanding of the technical error
origination. Additionally, it has the potential to provide other types of desired feedback to
a range of output devices when paired. This will be discussed in the respective chapters.

8.1.2.1 Functional Components
As per Figure 8.1.2.1, there are primarily fourteen data assimilation and conveyance points which
are placed within the body suit and defined as modules. Based on chapter 7.2, each of these data
points is necessary to capture the segmental movements of the player for force buildup in totality
to create a clone from a technical perspective for comprehensive analysis of the stroke motion.

At a theoretical level, each of the fourteen modules houses sensors and a built in vibrating motor
as illustrated below.

Module
Sensor

Vibrating Motor

Figure 8.1.2.1.1: Composition of the data point modules

Drawing from chapter 7.2, all the modules contain vibrating motors meant provide feedback
because these are also the points for error origination with regards to stroke motion. The sensors
track the movement during the stroke motion as a function of time whereas the vibrating motor
provide feedback in the form of a vibration alerting the player in question of the error origination
for that executed stroke. They are additionally described individually through the following table:

NUMBER

MODULE

DESCRIPTION

1

B1/ B2

2

C/L

Right Shoulder Module/Left Shoulder Module

3

D/K

Right Elbow Module/ Left Elbow Module

4

E/J

Right Wrist Module/ Left Wrist Module

5

F/J

Right Knee Module/ Left Knee Module

6

G/H

Right Ankle Module/ Left Ankle Module

7

M1/M2

Right Hip Module/ Left Hip Module

Right Back Module/Left Back Module

Table 8.1.2.1.1: Explanation of the data points
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All these modules lead up to ‘A’ which is positioned at the back of the suit as illustrated in Figure
8.1.2.1 through hair line wires etched into the fabric of the smart suit and was marked in green in.
The hair line wires mimic the function of a data cable by transferring power as well as information.
‘A’ is known as the logic and power module which acts as the principle processing entity of all
elements involved in a concept. This logic module receives information from the modules as well
as provides power to the data points facilitating smooth operation via the wires. Further, it also
acquires data from the smart racquet sensor for coordinating the simulation. Additionally, the
command for initiating a vibration is sent from the logic module to a specific data module by the
same wire to highlight the error origination. Figure 8.1.2.1.2 illustrates how ‘A’ simulates the raw
facts from the modules in generating the full body motion for analysis over time.

Figure 8.1.2.1.2: ‘A’ simulating the body positioning from the fourteen modules for analysis which also acts
as vibration feedback points

1

2

Figure 8.1.2.1.3: ‘A’ simulating the body positioning from the fourteen data points for analysis in real time

In Figure 8.1.2.1.3, a player executes the tennis shot in (1) and (2) illustrates the real time simulation
of the stroke at impact by ‘A’ at system level by acquiring data from the fourteen modules and
racquet sensor.
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8.1.2.2 Basis for Analysis

Further, to function as an intelligent system, ‘A’ is comprised of two blocks, namely an integrator,
and an analyzer. The composition is illustrated below:

A
Integrator

Analyzer

Figure 8.1.2.2.1: Functional composition of ‘A’ (logic cum power module)

‘A’ acquires the data from the fourteen modules and the racquet sensor to simulate the body
motion in real time using an ‘INTEGRATOR’ block and utilizes an ‘ANALYZER’ block to check if the
respective body movements were sequentially coordinated to detect an error following chapter
7.2.

In case of an error, vibrators are activated at the module in the smart body suit where the error
originated. It is to be noted that ‘A’ sends information through the hair line wires for vibration
activation as soon as the stroke motion is completed. In this way, the suit emboldens the growth of
motor memory by making the player reactive. In case there are other output elements, then the
requisite feedback is generated by ‘A’ to those elements in real time once they are paired. The
functionality of ‘A’ will be elaborated further during explanation of other output elements with role
enhancement for ‘ANALYZER’ blocks in respective chapters.

8.1.2.3 System Approach
The smart body suit acts as an input block, a processing block and an output block by forming a
complete system.
Figure 8.1.2.3.1 illustrates the operational principle for the system following chapter 8.1.2.2. As
soon as an error is spotted respective feedbacks are dispensed.
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SMART RACKET SENSOR

A (Logic Entity)

Ball impact variables on racquet
Integrator

SMART BODY SUIT

Analyzer

B1. Right Hip Module
B2. Left Hip Module

C. Right Shoulder Module
D. Right Elbow Module

Error Spotted

E. Right Wrist Module
F. Right Knee Module
G. Right Ankle Module
H. Left Ankle Module
I. Left Knee Module
J. Left Wrist Module

Vibration Feedback
to specific module
on smart body suit
denoting error
origination point

Audio/Visual Feedback
demonstrating the error.

K. Left Elbow Module
L. Left Shoulder Module
M1. Right Back Module
M2. Left Back Module

Figure 8.1.2.3.1: Basic closed loop system analogy

Justification: The prime objective of the smart body suit is to not only make the trainee cognizant
of error occurrence but also to enhance motor memory through instant pin-pointed vibration
feedback. Usage of a suit concept is justified as the modules are accurately positioned and wired
for enhanced functionality in real time. The user can just wear the suit and kick start a feedbackoriented training session without having to worry about its multiple constituents as the suit
functions as one. It is also to be noted that the logic device is made part of the smart body suit for
quick data processing and this fully eliminates major communication channel barriers.

8.1.3 Element 3: Earpiece (Secondary Component)

This chapter aims to exclusively elucidate the functioning of the earpiece in the given context and
its role in the concepts to be developed. It is to be noted here that the internal components of the
earpiece will not be knocked down for an extensive understanding.
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Support

Figure 8.1.3.1: Sketch of earpiece with ear support (individual as well as when worn)

The earpiece as illustrated in Figure 8.1.3.1 will be worn by the player during trainings. Figure 8.1.3.2
showcases the audio feedback received in real time. The earpiece acts an output device and is
paired with ‘A’ on the smart body suit via Bluetooth. It will have its own battery backup enabling it
to get charged via a USB cable and stay portable for an immersive experience from the perspective
of the user.

The left wrist should
be firmer at impact!

Figure 8.1.3.2: Verbal feedback provided through the earpiece to the player

8.1.3.1 Basis for Analysis and Information Delivery

The information that is to be delivered to the player via the earpiece on committing an error is
critical.
Smart Racquet Sensor
Integrator

Analyzer

A

Data Points (Smart Body Suit)

Information for correction through earpiece on spotting error

Figure 8.1.3.1.1: Working arrangement of earpiece at a system level

As demonstrated in Figure 8.1.3.1.1, in case of an error, a voice gets activated by ‘A’, delivering
information on the committed errors and hints on improvement for that stroke. This will be
concurrent to the vibration received via the smart body suit at the aftermath of the stroke motion.
The ‘ANALYZER’ in ‘A’ additionally comprises of defined verbal information to be conveyed
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categorically for a range of errors that can occur in the context of kinetic chain theory. This
structured evaluation and clues for betterment is conveyed via a voice. The content that could be
considered is demonstrated in Table 8.1.3.1.1. The functioning of the earpiece will become clearer
during in chapter 8.3.

NUMBER

ERROR ORIGINATION

DESCRIPTION

1

Hip region

2

Shoulder region

3

Elbow region

Right should bend more at impact/Elbow needs to be stronger

4

Wrist region

Wrist had no force on it/Wrist should be stronger at impact

5

Knee region

Knee didn’t bend enough/Knee should have stayed low to ground

6

Ankle region

The foot was lazy/Foot needs to move towards the ball

7

Back region

Back is very stiff/Back needs to twist as the shoulder prepares swing

Hip didn’t move/Hip should be firmer at impact
Shoulder didn’t generate force/Shoulder was weak at impact

Table 8.1.3.1.1: Verbal feedback content

Justification: The earpiece is conceptualized on the need for verbal advice. It replicates a talking
coach who would have intervened to provide verbal advice from the sidelines of the court. It’s
involvement in the final concept is subject to user test feedback, thereby terming it as a secondary
element at this stage.

8.1.4 Element 4: Headset cum Transparent Glass (Secondary Component)
This chapter aims to exclusively elucidate the functioning of the headset cum glass and its role in
the concepts to be developed. It is to be noted here that the internal components of this element
will not be knocked down for an extensive understanding.

On/Off Button
Transparent Screen

Headset

Figure 8.1.4.1: Sketch of headset cum transparent glass
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The headset cum transparent glass concept illustrated in Figure 8.1.4.1 will be worn by the player
during trainings. The primary objective of this element is to help the player get audio and visual
feedback on the incorrectly executed stroke in real time. The glass remains transparent in normal
condition and is controlled by an ‘On/Off Button’. The player will have the option to visualize the
error on the glass itself as soon as the button at the corner of the glass is pressed. If the button is
pressed again, the glasses become transparent allowing the player to switch to free playing mode.
This basically fabricates the apprehension procedure mobile and independent by making the
system feel holistic. It will have its own battery backup enabling it to get charged via a USB cable
and stay portable for a captivating experience from the perspective of the user.

The left elbow
should have bent
more at impact!

Figure 8.1.4.2: Audio visual feedback conveyed to the player instantly when an error is committed

Figure 8.1.4.2 showcases the audio and visual feedback received in real time. The headset cum
transparent glass acts as an output device and is connected to ‘A’ on the smart body suit via
Bluetooth. The visual image on the screen clearly explains the rectification required. Red illustrates
the error origination point whereas green highlights the body parts that were correct for the stroke
motion.

8.1.4.1 Basis for Analysis and Information Delivery
The audio and visual information that is to be delivered to the player via the headset cum glass on
committing a technical error is critical from the perspective of the player as technical development
of the game happens on its basis.
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Smart Racquet Sensor
Integrator

Analyzer

A

Data Points (Smart Body Suit)

Headset cum Transparent Glass
Headset

Transparent Glass

Figure 8.1.4.1.1: Working arrangement of headset cum glass at a system level

The verbal information delivery through the headset follows the similar theory as was explained in
chapter 8.1.3.1. ‘A’ transfers the simulated image to the glass module by highlighting the error
origination point on the body in red as well ticks off the body parts in green which were correctly
coordinated for that stroke. The player is at will to switch the display on by the press of a button to
visualize. The functioning of this element will become clearer in chapter 8.4.

Justification: This element is conceptualized on the need for immediate verbal and visual advice. It
imitates a walking-talking coach who would have intervened to provide verbal advice as well as by
conducting the stroke motion himself/herself by shadow motions. It’s involvement in the final
concept is subject to user test feedback thereby terming it a secondary element at this stage.
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8.2 Concept 1: Base-Level Sensorial Wrap
This chapter aims to introduce and discuss the first concept that was developed at a system as well
as practical level using the appropriate elements based on chapter 7.2.

Figure 8.2.1: Sketch of smart body suit and smart racquet sensor defining the elements of concept 1

The first concept consists of a smart body suit and a smart racquet sensor as illustrated in Figure
8.2.1. These two elements interact with each other in collecting the requisite data for stroke
motions and then the logic device on the body suit sends an output to the specific body part of the
player wearing it via a vibration feedback relating to the error origination point. This concept
focuses on developing motor memory for error correction in real time.

8.2.1 Working Principle

This chapter aims to explain the functioning of concept 1 in a real-world case. Mr. Roop Ranjan
Khan who is the subject for this explanation wears the smart body suit and has attached the smart
racket sensor at the bottom of his racket for the practice session.

Roop practices freely for a while and receives a vibration at the occurrence of an error on the part
of technique for the flawed stroke. The situation is explained in the following schema.
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Figure 8.2.1.1: Stroke execution flow diagram and system response in real time for concept 1

In Figure 8.2.1.1, a stroke motion is executed in (1), (2) and (3). But a technical error is committed
on the part of Roop’s executed stroke. Simulation and analysis of the stroke motion happens in real
time and is demonstrated in (4). Red marking in (4) illustrates the error origination point whereas
green demonstrates the body parts that were correctly coordinated. In (5), Roop receives a
vibration around his left elbow after completing the stroke motion as the error origination point for
the flawed forehand.

The working principle of concept 1 at a system level is explained in Appendix 1.
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8.3 Concept 2: Mid-Level Sensorial Wrap
This chapter aims to introduce and discuss the second concept that was developed at a system as
well as practical level using the appropriate elements based on chapter 7.2.

Figure 8.3.1: Sketch of smart body suit, earpiece and smart racquet sensor defining the elements of concept
2

The second concept consists of a smart body suit, an earpiece and a smart racquet sensor as
illustrated in Figure 8.3.1. The body suit and sensor elements interact with each other in collecting
the requisite data for stroke motions and then the logic device on the body suit sends an output to
the specific body part of the player wearing it via a vibration feedback relating to the error
origination point. Additionally, the player receives hints for correction through the earpiece. This
concept focuses on developing motor memory as well as receiving accurate hints for error
correction in real time.

8.3.1 Working Principle

This chapter aims to explain the functioning of concept 2 in a real-world case. Mr. Roop Ranjan
Khan who is the subject for this explanation wears the smart body suit, positions the earpiece
around his left ear and attaches the smart racket sensor at the bottom of his racquet for the practice
session.

Roop practices freely for a while and receives a vibration and verbal feedback at the occurrence of
an error on the part of technique for the flawed stroke. The situation is explained in the following
schema.
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The left elbow should
have bent more at
impact!

Figure 8.3.1.1: Stroke execution flow diagram and system response in real time for concept 2

In Figure 8.3.1.1, a stroke motion is executed in (1), (2) and (3). But a technical error is committed
on the part of Roop’s executed stroke. Simulation and analysis of the stroke motion happens in real
time and is demonstrated in (4). Red marking in (4) illustrates the error origination point whereas
green demonstrates the body parts that were correctly coordinated. In (5), Roop receives a
vibration around his left elbow after completing the stroke motion as the error origination point for
the flawed forehand. Additionally, in (5) it is seen that Roop receives verbal advice for betterment
of the stroke.

The working principle of concept 2 at a system level is explained in Appendix 2.
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8.4 Concept 3: Advanced Level Sensorial Wrap
This chapter aims to introduce and discuss the third concept that was developed at a system as well
as practical level using the appropriate elements based on chapter 7.2.

Figure 8.4.1: Sketch of smart body suit, headset cum glass and smart racquet sensor defining the elements
of concept 3

The third concept consists of a smart body suit, a headset cum glass and a smart racquet sensor as
illustrated in Figure 8.4.1. The body suit and sensor elements interact with each other in collecting
the requisite data for stroke motions and then the logic device on the body suit sends an output to
the specific body part of the player wearing it via a vibration feedback relating to the error
origination point. Additionally, the player receives hints for correction through the headset and the
error could be visualized on the glass by the press of a button which primarily remains transparent
when not in use allowing the player to have a clear line of sight. This concept focuses on developing
motor memory as well as receiving accurate hints (verbal and visual) for error correction in real
time.

8.4.1 Working Principle

This chapter aims to explain the functioning of concept 3 in a real-world case. Mr. Roop Ranjan
Khan who is the subject for this explanation wears the smart body suit, positions the headset cum
glass properly by fitting the headset in his ears and attaches the smart racket sensor at the bottom
of his racket for the practice session. Roop practices freely for a while and receives a vibration and
verbal feedback at the occurrence of an error on the part of technique for the flawed forehand. He
also goes on to visualize the error on the spot. The situation is explained in the following schema.
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Figure 8.4.1.1: Stroke execution flow diagram and system response in real time for concept 3

In Figure 8.4.1.1, a stroke motion is executed in (1), (2) and (3). But a technical error is committed
on the part of Roop’s executed stroke. Simulation and analysis of the stroke motion happens in real
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time and is demonstrated in (4). Red marking in (4) illustrates the error origination point whereas
green demonstrates the body parts that were correctly coordinated. In (5), Roop receives a
vibration around his left elbow after completing the stroke motion as the error origination point for
the flawed forehand. Additionally, in (5) it is seen that he gets a verbal feedback through the
headset for betterment of the stroke. He then goes on to turn the display by pressing the button at
the corner of his headset cum glass. In (6) the display reveals a simulated image of the committed
stroke which Roop sees. Red illustrates the error origination point whereas green highlights the
body parts that were correctly coordinated for the stroke motion.

The working principle of concept 3 at a system level is explained in Appendix 3.

8.5 Conclusion
The objective of this section was to clearly define the elements for development of the concepts
based on the outlined design brief in section 7. The elements were properly demonstrated from a
functional perspective. A systematic approach was also adopted for a clearer understanding of the
working of the elements. The three concepts were finally elaborated from a working point of view
both at a practical level as well as at system level (through appendices). The concepts fully satisfied
the design brief as pin-pointed understanding of error origination in a stroke motion from the
perspective of the player was taken care of following the kinetic chain theory.

These three concepts will be further tested on players on a tennis court through a proper mockup
for understanding the emotional value generation in each case and the most acceptable concept
will be chosen as an outcome of this thesis with necessary changes as derived from the feedback of
the players in question.
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9 PROTOTYPING AND USER TEST FEEDBACK
The objective of this section is to develop prototypes through quick fix elements of the generated
concepts and then test it on tennis players with real life scenarios. The functionality is tested
multiple times and the feedback on problem solving from the perspective of the player is
assimilated. Emotional value generation through the mock-ups formulate the key study aspects for
this exercise. Three players are considered for testing including the author and the response is
captured based on verbal explanations as well as body language.

9.1 Defining the elements for testing and approach adopted
This chapter aims to provide an overview of the elements used for prototyping and usage of the
mock ups on players for testing the concepts to gather valuable feedback. Further, the air is cleared
on the method adopted to successfully execute the user tests as had been envisioned while
developing the concepts.

Figure 9.1.1 Author’s vibrating alarm based watch dial being wrapped up after setting the alarm (Arnav,
2018)

In Figure 9.1.1, a watch dial is used to create the vibrating device for feedback. The watch has a
vibration alarm functionality allowing one to setup a scheduled vibration. The alarm time is set as
a count down and wrapped up in paper forming a housing. The size is ideal to slip it into tiny spaces.
This arrangement is meant to impersonate the vibration effect. Henceforth, this entity will be
termed vibrating device.

Figure 9.1.2 Wire headphones of the author (Arnav, 2018)
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The wire headphones illustrated in Figure 9.1.2 is used by the player to receive hints on game play
from an expert. They can be easily plugged into a phone for two-way communication or one way.
Additionally, the author’s laptop is used on court for visualization via an image. The phones used
for on-court communication belonged to the individuals involved in each test.

The approach adopted for user testing was instant feedback ball by ball because of limited
resources. As soon as a ball is hit by the player towards the opponent, a vibration feedback is
generated on a body part and is followed by verbal hints and visualization of the committed error
for that stroke. The error origination point is drawn in red and green explains the body segments
that were correctly executed till the error occurred. As a count-down timer-based watch dial is
used, the player is prompted from the tennis court sidelines when to hit the shot to exactly get the
vibration in a space of three seconds after execution of a stroke by the player. The vibration was
strong and lasted for one second. The explanation is done through a series of illustrations and
description thereafter.

9.2 Testing with First Player
Testing the prototype with the first player named Kaarel Einpalu takes place at Tere Tennisekeskus
in Tallinn, Estonia [3]. Kaarel is ten years old and has been training for over two years. Kaarel tests
the prototype in real time with the author and Mr. Vladyslav Shvets. Vladyslav provides instructions
via his phone from the sidelines of the tennis court as soon as the vibration takes place and is picked
up by Kaarel through headphones as both remain connected throughout the process over phone.
The author on the other hand shows the committed error visually via a laptop on court.

Figure 9.2.1 Author positioning the prototypes in ear and right pocket of Kaarel (Vladyslav, 2018)
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In Figure 9.2.1, the author sets up Kaarel with the vibrating device in the right pocket of his shorts
and positions the headphones around his ears. It is plugged to his phone which is kept in his left
pocket. Kaarel remains online through his phone to directly receive instructions from Vladyslav at
the occurrence of an error.

1

2

5

4

3

The right hip should
have bent lower at
impact!

Figure 9.2.2 Prototype test sequence for first player (Edgar, 2018)

In (1) of Figure 9.2.2, Kaarel practices a particular shot with an opponent by positioning himself in
the best possible manner. At the aftermath of the executed stroke motion, Kaarel receives a
vibration feedback in his right pocket as illustrated in (2) which immediately catches his attention
pointing towards the error. He understands the origination of the error around the right hip. He
performs few shadow practices in mind immediately. In (3), Vladyslav intercepts Kaarel to
communicate hints for correction of that particular stroke via Kaarel’s headphones. In (5), the
author moves towards Kaarel on court and shows him the committed error in red as well as the
point until which his movement was correct in green via the laptop image. Kaarel processes the
audio visual feedback in real time as in (4).
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9.2.1 Feedback from First Player

Kaarel found the vibration cum voice feedback a game changer. The vibration feedback gave a
superlative feel. The mind quickly grasped the error origination point and he could shadow practice
the correct stroke motion with ease. The expert advice via headphones which came as hints for
improvement felt like a live coach in the ear making the instant vibration feedback fully relatable
to the voice advice. However, Kaarel cited the need for multiple modes for vibration cum voice
feedback. However, the laptop visual feedback wasn’t that effective on Kaarel as compared to
vibration and voice feedback. The visualization seemed forced and required more time to process
from his perspective.

9.3 Testing with Second Player
Testing the prototype with the second player named Mr. Roop Ranjan Khan takes place at Idakeskus
Sport in Tallinn, Estonia [2]. Roop is nineteen years old and is an amateur lawn tennis player. Roop
tests the prototype in real time with the author and Mr. Vladyslav Shvets. The author provides
instructions via his phone from the sidelines of the tennis court as soon as the vibration takes place
and it is picked up by Roop through headphones as both remain connected throughout the process
over phone. Vladyslav on the other hand shows the committed error visually via a laptop on court.

Figure 9.3.1 Author positioning the prototypes in ear and left wrist of Roop (Vladyslav, 2018)

In Figure 9.3.1, the author sets up Roop with the vibrating device under his left wristband (he is a
left-handed player) and positions the headphones around his ears. It is plugged to his phone which
is kept in his left pocket. Roop remains online through his phone to directly receive instructions
from the author at the occurrence of an error.
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The wrist should
have been firmer
during impact!

Figure 9.3.2 Prototype test sequence for second player (Amit, 2018)

In (1) of Figure 9.3.2, Roop practices a particular shot with an opponent by positioning himself in
the best possible manner. At the fallout of the executed stroke motion, Roop receives a vibration
feedback on his left wrist as illustrated in (2) which immediately catches his attention pointing
towards an error. He understands the origination of the error referring to poor wristwork. In (3),
the author intercepts Roop to communicate hints via Roop’s headphones for correction of that
particular stroke. In (5), Vladyslav moves towards Roop on court and shows him the committed
error in red as well as the point until which his movement was correct in green via the laptop image.
Roop processes the audio visual feedback in real time as in (4).

9.3.1 Feedback from second player

Roop completely dismissed the laptop visualization. In his opinion, the vibration first provided
accurate apprehension of the origination point of the error and verbal hints allowed his mind to
generate correct shadow practices automatically by making him alert. Resorting to on-screen
visualization didn’t create that much impact as opposed to the vibration cum voice response. On
top of this, Roop also talked about selection of modes for the feedback and choice for denoting the
intensity for vibration as well as audio. This would allow him to design his trainings appropriately.
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9.4 Testing with Author
Testing the prototype with the author happens at Idakeskus Sport in Tallinn, Estonia [2]. The author
who has had a background in tennis, tests the prototype in real time with Mr. Vladyslav Shvets and
Mr. Roop Ranjan Khan. Vladyslav provides instructions via his phone from the sidelines of the tennis
court as soon as the vibration takes place and it is picked up by the author through headphones as
both remain connected throughout the process over phone. Roop on the other hand shows the
committed error visually via a laptop on court.

Figure 9.4.1 Author wearing the prototype in ear and wrist (Amit, 2018)

In Figure 9.4.1, the author sets himself up with the vibrating device under his right wristband
(author is right-handed player) and positions the headphones around his ears. It is plugged to his
phone which is kept in his left pocket. He remains online through his phone to directly receive
instructions from Vladyslav at the occurrence of an error.
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Figure 9.4.2 Prototype test sequence for author (Amit, 2018)

In (1) of figure 9.4.2, the author practices a specific shot with an opponent by positioning himself in
the best possible manner. At the upshot of the executed stroke motion, the author receives a
vibration feedback on his right wrist as illustrated in (2) which immediately catches his attention
pointing towards an error. He understands the origination of the error referring to his wrist and
attempts to perform shadow motions of the actual technique which he possesses in mind. In (3),
Vladyslav intercepts the author to communicate hints via the author’s headphones for correction
of that stroke. In (5), Roop moves towards the author on court and shows him the committed error
in red as well as the point until which his movement was correct in green via the laptop visual. The
author processes the audio visual feedback in real time as in (4).

9.4.1 Feedback from Author

The author found the vibration cum voice feedback extremely insightful. As he was prompted on
the origination of the error for that shot on the specific body part itself instantly, it created pinpointed visualization in the mind of the author. The expert advice via headphones which came as
hints for improvement was used to correctly shadow practice the particular shot multiple times to
tighten the technique on the spot. The visualization of the error on the laptop didn’t prove to be
that much beneficial as was thought earlier. The same stuff which the vibration and voice
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communicated, was projected through the laptop without any feel. At a practical level, the vibration
and voice allowed the author to paint a better portrait in the mind for correction as opposed to the
rigid visualization through the laptop on court.

9.5 Conclusion
The modus operandi adopted for user testing was instant feedback after a stroke motion. The mock
ups fluently brought out the core value of the concepts. Based on the feedback from the three users
including the author after having used the prototype elements for multiple scenarios, the vibration
cum voice system (functionality wise) was the preferred option because of an augmented
emotional value. The mind of the players reacted well to this specific system by properly co-relating
to the situation as this made the players alert instantly and generated a motivation to strive for
betterment in the context of technique. On the other hand, the visualization of the error proved to
be a dampener leading to a more rigid framework. Using the versions of the players, it is advisable
to drop the visualization aspect of the system at this juncture as questions are compounding on its
usability and value generation.

The players wanted further flexibility with the system with multiple modes where they can
themselves define either to opt for vibration, voice or both to design their training sessions
accordingly. The intensity for the modes should also be customizable. This would nicely wrap up
the session on court before moving over to another session with a refined approach from a player’s
perspective.
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10 DESIGN OUTCOME
This chapter aims to explicate the final concept, Razor for this thesis based on the user test
feedback. The concept is demonstrated in terms of feedback modes and usage in entirety via real
life scenarios. In principle, two scenarios will corroborate the concept to be realistically developed
for tennis players in this chapter. In order to move this idea from concept stage to market, a number
of specialists with multiple backgrounds are required. The tasks of the requisite experts are
highlighted respectively so as to kickstart the project in the form of a startup.

10.1 Refined Concept
After testing the deduced concepts on the users through prototypes and accumulating feedback, a
decision is made on the enhanced concept to be finalized for development in the real world. During
user tests, visualization didn’t prove to be paramount from the user’s perspective. Pin-pointed
vibrational feedback on the body part itself alerted the motor memory to quickly fathom out what
went wrong. Concurrently, with the injection of hints through the earpiece for improvement, a
sublime feeling of a walking-talking coach is created from the player’s perspective. On convergence
of vibrational body feedback and voice guidance, the player is able to successfully deduce the right
visuals in the mind itself. This makes the player motivated to rectify the flaws immediately and
monitor his/her growth in real time.

The concept that should be considered for development should be a vibrational body feedback
along with a voice activated expert for error identification and rectification thereby relating to
concept 2 of chapter 8.3. Additionally, players should have the possibility to employ vibration and
voice at once or one of them to personalize their trainings.

10.2 Razor

This section defines the final concept selected after the user test feedback. Razor replicates concept
2 of chapter 8.3 and consists of a smart body suit, an earpiece and a smart racquet sensor. The
elements are illustrated in Figure 10.2.1.
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Figure 10.2.1: Sketch of body suit, earpiece and sensor defining the elements of Razor

As was desired during the user test feedback in chapter 9.5, players wanted to have options for
selection of feedback modes for their trainings. As illustrated in Figure 10.2.2, the player will have
the chance to either choose the dual ‘Vibration and Voice’ option, ‘Vibration’ option or ‘Voice’
option as the feedback mode to adopt for the training session.

Vibration and Voice

FEEDBACK MODE

Vibration
Voice

Figure 10.2.2 Option for feedback mode selection by player for training

10.2.1 Configuring Razor
The elements of Razor should be initially setup by downloading the app from the app store. The
app will form the interaction medium between the player and Razor in engaging the appropriate
feedback modes for a training session.

For the first time, the player will enter the product ID into the app to pair the different elements as
illustrated in Figure 10.2.1.1. Once this is done, the player can kickstart a training session
immediately. The app connects with the elements of Razor via bluetooth.
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Figure 10.2.1.1 Setting up Razor for the first time

10.2.2 Working Principle of the App for Training Session
This section aims to provide an understanding of the working principle of the app in starting up a
training session with Razor through a flowchart model.

As illustrated in Figure 10.2.2.1, the player will initially select the feedback mode through the app
and turn on the respective elements for pairing. The smart body suit will have to be turned on for
all modes. In case of vibration and voice or voice as the principle feedback mode, the earpiece
should be turned on additionally but for only vibrational feedback mode, earpiece will not be
required. Once the mode selection and pairing of elements is done, there will be an option to select
the intensity for the chosen feedback. Next the player can start the training session with Razor. In
case there is a desire to change the feedback mode, then the player can do so through the app
during a particular training session itself.
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Open App on mobile device
to arrive at home screen

Select Mode out of the
following three for the
practice session
When an element is not
turned on

Pair the respective
elements

Check for
active
elements for
pairing

Please turn on element for pairing or
device beyond range

All Ok!

Change Mode selected!

Select Intensity

Change
Mode
or
End Session

Start Session

On selecting End

Exit App

Figure 10.2.2.1 Algorithm for starting a session with Razor and selecting different feedback modes

10.2.3 Scenario 1

This chapter aims to explain a specific scenario for kickstarting a training session by a player named
Mr. Roop Ranjan Khan who was the subject used in chapter 8 for concept generation. He wears the
respective elements for this training session and turns them on. The step by step procedure is
explained below.

As illustrated in Figure 10.2.3.1, Roop pops up the Razor app and selects ‘Vibration and Voice’ mode.
As his suit and earpiece is turned on, he selects next.
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Figure 10.2.3.1 Selecting mode for scenario 1 with App

Figure 10.2.3.2 Starting the session for scenario 1 with App

Roops selects the intensity for the vibration and voice in addition to testing their appropriateness
as illustrated in Figure 10.2.3.2. He then goes on to the tennis court to start training. The app
additionally provides him with the opportunity to change the mode anytime during the training
session.

Roop practices freely for a while and receives a vibration and verbal feedback at the occurrence of
a technical error. The situation is explained through the following schema in three levels, namely
an input, a processing and output level.
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INPUT
LEVEL
2

1

3

PROCESSING
LEVEL

4

OUTPUT
LEVEL

5

The left elbow should
have bent more at
impact!

Figure 10.2.3.3: Stroke execution flow diagram and system response in real time for scenario 1

In Figure 10.2.3.3, a stroke motion is executed in (1), (2) and (3). But a technical error is committed
on the part of Roop’s executed stroke. Razor simulates and analyzes the stroke in real time and is
demonstrated in (4). Red color reveals the error origination point whereas the green highlighting
illustrates the body segments that were sequentially coordinated until the error occurred. In (5),
Roop receives a vibration around his left elbow instantly after completing the stroke motion.
Additionally, in (5), Roop receives hints for stroke improvement via the earpiece.
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10.2.4 Scenario 2
This chapter aims to explain a different scenario for kickstarting a training session by a player named
Mr. Roop Ranjan Khan who was also the subject for scenario 1. He wears the respective elements
for this training session and turns them on. The step by step procedure is explained below. As
illustrated in Figure 10.2.4.1, Roop pops up the Razor app and selects ‘Vibration’ mode. As his suit
is turned on, he selects next. Roops selects the intensity for the vibration and tests it’s
appropriateness as illustrated in Figure 10.2.4.2. He then goes on to the tennis court to start
training. The app additionally provides him with the opportunity to change the mode anytime
during the training session.

Figure 10.2.4.1: Selecting mode for scenario 2 with App

Figure 10.2.4.2: Starting the session for scenario 2 with App
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Roop practices freely for a while and receives a vibration and verbal feedback at the occurrence of
a technical error. The situation is explained through the following schema in three levels, namely
an input, a processing and output level.

INPUT
LEVEL

1

2

3

PROCESSING
LEVEL

4

OUTPUT
LEVEL
5

Figure 10.2.4.3: Stroke execution flow diagram and system response in real time for scenario 2

In Figure 10.2.4.3, a stroke motion is executed in (1), (2) and (3). But a technical error is committed
on the part of Roop’s executed stroke. Razor simulates and analyzes the stroke in real time and is
demonstrated in (4). Red color reveals the error origination point whereas the green highlighting
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illustrates the body segments that were sequentially coordinated until the error occurred. In (5),
Roop receives a vibration around his left elbow instantly after completing the stroke motion.

10.3 Expertise and Development
This section aims to explain the professionals required to develop Razor through a startup.

Given the magnitude of the concept, it requires the involvement of a team of fashion designer, user
experience/interaction designer, electronics and communication engineer, mechanical engineer
and information technology specialists. The points that should be considered for developing the
elements of Razor are defined below:
•

Smart racquet sensor: This has to be portable and adaptable for all racquets. Care should
be taken in keeping the mass low as increasing the racquet mass too much affects the
racquet head speed. The functional part of the smart racquet sensor should developed as
per chapter 8.1.1.

•

Smart body suit: An attempt should be made in keeping the smart body suit light, uniform
and comfortable as putting on additional weight affects the pace of the player on the tennis
court. On top of this, movement involves sweating from the perspective of the player.
Hence the suit should be breathable allowing the sweat to evaporate at a rapid pace and
making it reusable by other individuals in case of a sharing setup (usage by a training
center). The functional layer of this element should developed as per chapter 8.1.2.

•

Earpiece: The physical layer of the design should be such that it feels light on the ear during
movements. The functional layer of the earpiece should developed as per chapter 8.1.3.

•

Application: The app should be extremely simple. For development, the guidelines
mentioned in chapters 10.2.1 and 10.2.2 could be followed.

Finally, all the elements should integrate themselves in such a manner that Razor provides a holistic
feeling to the player.
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10.4 Conclusion
This section aimed to add different feedback modes to concept 2 from chapter 8.3 as was desired
by the players during user test feedback. The interaction between Razor and the player was
explained and a simple approach was adopted via an app. Couple of real life scenarios were used
to explain the working of Razor for different feedback modes as the final outcome from the
perspective of the player. Rest of the functionality of the elements remain similar to what was
explained in chapter 8.

Finally, the expertise required for development of the concept through a startup was proposed. It
is very important that Razor is developed not only from a functional perspective but also other
design levels such as behavioral, physical, scensorial and mental layers are properly addressed by
the experts in order to generate a high emotional drive in the player while using it.
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11 SUMMARY
This thesis aimed to explore the issues during communication between a coach and a player during
training sessions from a player’s perspective in the context of technique development in tennis. The
design process adopted in this case was broad in nature. The literature research led to
understanding the importance of instant feedback in technique development and how crucial it is
to understand the instructions of the coach from a player’s perspective to excel by learning proper
technique. The player and coach research happened through structured one to one interviews and
online surveys which revealed that understanding a coach isn’t easy because of varying perception
levels and there is a natural drive to instantly figure out the cause of an error else there is a dropin motivation levels thereby leading to an unsatisfying feeling. By associating and participating in
training sessions, valuable insights were gathered from a player’s perspective on how exactly a
coach rectifies an error. Three concepts were generated through deduction of the design brief that
focused on clearly addressing the immediate needs of the player for error rectification. Further, the
concepts were tested on real players to derive feedback on the usability of the ideas in solving
problems. Finally, a fine-tuned concept is deduced.

Razor is the final concept which is chosen as an outcome of this thesis and is comprised of three
elements-a smart racquet sensor, a smart body suit and a headset. The player will plug the sensor
at the bottom of the racquet, wear the suit and position the headset around his ears to kickstart a
training session. The working principle is demonstrated through the usage of real life scenarios
which demonstrates the functionality during a live training session. Razor acts like a real time
technique rectifier which provides instant feedback to the player once a flaw is detected on court.
The interaction is smooth thereby providing the player with access to a live walking talking coach
all will. As compared to the initial expectations, the outcome turned out to be an advanced concept.

Further development is required in the context of moving Razor from concept stage to market stage
through the addition of other design layers as this thesis focuses only on functionalities. The team
of developers should deliver Razor as a holistic product that could be used on court with ease.

The biggest learning from this design process has been co-designing. It proved to be a deal breaker
as utilizing a collaborative approach made the development of concepts very easy. During the user
testing phase, the emotional value resulting out of the usage of the concept could be clearly seen
on the face of the player thereby leading to a satisfying feeling.
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2018 Arnav Khan, Unpublished Photograph
Figure 9.2.2 Wire headphones of the author, 2018 Arnav Khan, Unpublished Photograph
Figure 9.2.1 Author positioning the prototypes in ear and right pocket of Kaarel, 2018 Vladyslav
Shvets, Unpublished Photograph
Figure 9.1.2 Prototype test sequence for first player, 2018 Edgar Vain, Unpublished Photograph
Figure 9.3.1 Author positioning the prototypes in ear and left wrist of Roop, 2018 Vladyslav
Shvets, Unpublished Photograph
Figure 9.3.2 Prototype test sequence for second player, 2018 Amit Khan, Unpublished Photograph
Figure 9.4.1 Author wearing the prototype in ear and wrist, 2018 Amit Khan, Unpublished
Photograph
Figure 9.4.2 Prototype test sequence for author, 2018 Amit Khan, Unpublished Photograph
Figure 10.2.1: Sketch of body suit, earpiece and sensor defining the elements of Razor
Figure 10.2.2 Option for feedback mode selection by player for training
Figure 10.2.1.1 Setting up Razor for the first time
Figure 10.2.2.1 Algorithm for starting a session with Razor and selecting different feedback modes
Figure 10.2.3.1 Selecting mode for scenario 1 with App
Figure 10.2.3.2 Starting the session for scenario 1 with App
Figure 10.2.3.3: Stroke execution flow diagram and system response in real time for scenario 1
Figure 10.2.4.1: Selecting mode for scenario 2 with App
Figure 10.2.4.2: Starting the session for scenario 2 with App
Figure 10.2.4.3: Stroke execution flow diagram and system response in real time for scenario 2
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APPENDIX 1
This chapter aims to explain the working principle of concept 1 at a system level. The input and
process understanding follows chapter 8.1.2.2.

SMART RACKET SENSOR

A (Logic Entity)

Ball impact variables on racket
Integrator

SMART BODY SUIT

Analyzer

B1. Right Hip Module
B2. Left Hip Module

C. Right Shoulder Module
D. Right Elbow Module

Error Spotted at left elbow

E. Right Wrist Module
F. Right Knee Module
G. Right Ankle Module

VIBRATION Feedback at left elbow

H. Left Ankle Module
I. Left Knee Module
J. Left Wrist Module
K. Left Elbow Module
L. Left Shoulder Module
M1. Right Back Module
M2. Left Back Module

Figure 1: Closed loop system analogy for concept 1

Figure 1 illustrates the operational principle for the system following the real scenario in chapter
8.2.1. As soon as the error is spotted around the left elbow, an instant feedback via vibration is
generated on the left elbow module of the suit.
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APPENDIX 2
This chapter aims to explain the working principle of concept 2 at a system level. The input and
process understanding follows chapter 8.1.2.2.

SMART RACKET SENSOR

A (Logic Entity)

Ball impact variables on racket
Integrator

SMART BODY SUIT

Analyzer

B1. Right Hip Module
B2. Left Hip Module

C. Right Shoulder Module
D. Right Elbow Module

Error Spotted at left elbow

E. Right Wrist Module
F. Right Knee Module
G. Right Ankle Module

VIBRATION Feedback at left elbow

H. Left Ankle Module
I. Left Knee Module
J. Left Wrist Module
K. Left Elbow Module

VERBAL Feedback to Earpiece: ‘The left
elbow should have bent more at impact!’

L. Left Shoulder Module
M1. Right Back Module
M2. Left Back Module

Figure 2: Closed loop system analogy for concept 2

Figure 2 illustrates the operational principle for the system following the real scenario in chapter
8.3.1. As soon as the error is spotted around the left elbow, an instant feedback via vibration is
generated on the left elbow module of the suit. Additionally, verbal advice for betterment of the
stroke based on the nature of the error is communicated via the earpiece.
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APPENDIX 3
This chapter aims to explain the working principle of concept 3 at a system level. The input and
process understanding follows chapter 8.1.2.2.

SMART RACKET SENSOR

A (Logic Entity)

Ball impact variables on racket
Integrator

SMART BODY SUIT

Analyzer

B1. Right Hip Module
B2. Left Hip Module

C. Right Shoulder Module
D. Right Elbow Module

Error Spotted at left elbow

E. Right Wrist Module
F. Right Knee Module
G. Right Ankle Module

VIBRATION Feedback at left elbow

H. Left Ankle Module
I. Left Knee Module
J. Left Wrist Module
K. Left Elbow Module

VERBAL Feedback to Earpiece: ‘The left
elbow should be firmer at impact!’

L. Left Shoulder Module
M1. Right Back Module
M2. Left Back Module

VISUAL Feedback: The left button on the glass could
be pressed to see the error points

Figure 1: Closed loop system analogy for concept 3

Figure 3 illustrates the operational principle for the system following the real scenario in chapter
8.4.1. As soon as the error is spotted around the left elbow, an instant feedback via vibration is
generated on the left elbow module of the suit. Additionally, verbal advice for betterment of the
stroke based on the nature of the error is communicated via the earpiece. Further, a simulated
image of the stroke motion is viewed on the glass by turning it on immediately.
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